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Introduction 
1 Introduction  
The miniaturization of electronic circuitry nowadays has reached a level where novel 
and interdisciplinary concepts have to be developed to overcome size limitations 
and increasing costs of conventional fabrication processes for electronic devices, 
like lithography. Until today, Moore’s law, the prediction that the transistor density on 
an integrated circuit doubles every 18 months, has proven true with a surprising 
accuracy, considering that it is a forecast which was made in 1965.[1] Nevertheless, 
it has become a goal for the whole industry of information technology and may serve 
as a guideline for the development of future technologies.[2] In the last decades 
various methods have been developed in order to miniaturize electronic building 
blocks. Recently, Intel presented the 45 nm process as the next milestone in CMOS 
fabrication. This technology will be commercially available in mid 2007 to early 
2008.[3] The development of new lithography techniques like ‘Extreme UV 
Lithography’, which enable the fabrication of nanometer scale patterns, gives 
prospects to the 22 nm node and even smaller devices.[4] However, the physically 
assisted top-down approaches will inevitably reach their limits in the near future 
since the size resolution is dependent on the wavelength of the light used for the 
lithographic process. Furthermore, the standard CMOS technology will reach a 
fundamental barrier as soon as quantum effects will dominate the physical 
properties of structures in the lower nanometer range. 
The design and development of alternative techniques to lithography involves the 
approach to assemble nanosized building blocks, such as metal or semiconductor 
nanoparticles, into functional nanoelectronic devices. In contrast to bulk materials, 
nanoparticles exhibit extraordinary and size dependent physical properties which, 
combined with ordered assembly techniques, may lead to a new state of matter.[5] 
This approach might serve as basis for a variety of future developments especially 
in the fabrication of nanoelectronic devices. 
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A big challenge still to be faced, however, is the hierarchical organization of these 
nanoscale building-blocks into functional assemblies.[6] In this context, the DNA 
molecule has gained a lot of attention: It already bears a high degree of information 
which - through modern ways to synthesize DNA strands - has to a certain degree 
become programmable. Furthermore, DNA has excellent self-assembly properties 
arising from the Watson-Crick base pairing scheme, the hybridization of two 
complementary single strands to the double helix. This grade of molecular 
recognition is unachieved by any other natural or artificial polymer and offers 
enormous potential for the construction of complex geometries based on DNA-
building blocks with sticky end moieties.[7,8,9,10] The described properties make the 
DNA molecule the ideal link between biological systems and the fairly new, 
fascinating field of nanomaterials. The impact of a reliable DNA-based assembly 
technique would be tremendous in many areas, from nanoscale electronics and 
optics to molecular sensing and biomedical applications. Figure 1 demonstrates how 
ordered DNA-templated assemblies of nanoparticles could be realized in one, two, 
and three dimensions.  
2 
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Figure 1 One-, two- and three-dimensional nanoparticle assemblies constructed 
with the help of DNA molecules. 
This work deals with the synthetic formation of DNA-based one-dimensional 
nanostructures: On the one hand the DNA serves as a template for site specific 
assembly of nanoparticles in order to yield spatially defined, one-dimensional arrays 
of nanoparticles with uniform inter-particle distances. On the other hand the DNA 
molecule serves as a template molecule to be continuously metallized, yielding 
conductive nanowires of tunable lengths and diameters, which could be useful for 
the electrical addressing of molecular objects or individual nanoparticles, as long as 
they exhibit metallic conductivity.  
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This thesis is structured in the following three main fields:  
• Synthesis of nanoparticles utilized for one-dimensional assembly 
• Attachment of the synthesized materials to DNA strands using 
the two different concepts of ‘click’-chemistry and cisplatin 
immobilization 
• Continuous metallization experiments on artificial DNA strands 
that are modified with sugar moieties 
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2 Basic Knowledge 
The following chapter deals with basic knowledge and definitions of the systems 
used in this work, like DNA and nanoparticles. General synthetic procedures as well 
as the main characterization methods applied will be described in the following. 
Furthermore, the status of research in the field of one-dimensional nanostructures 
will be elucidated briefly.  
2.1 Nanoparticles 
2.1.1 Definition 
The definition of nanoparticles refers to solid aggregates between 1 nm and 1 µm in 
diameter. In this group of nanoparticles it has to be distinguished between clusters 
and colloids.[11,12] The term ‘cluster’, originally used for molecular metal complexes 
with direct metal-metal bonds, nowadays is also used for the description of small 
metal aggregates with a defined and countable number of metal atoms. The 
smallest so called full-shell Au clusters Au13 and Au55 may be given as examples 
here. Figure 2 shows such a naked Au13 and Au55 aggregate, respectively. The term 
full-shell cluster means that the Au atoms are ordered in a fcc packing. The number 
of atoms in each shell thereby can be determined by the rule N = 10n²+2 
(N = number of atoms per shell, n = shell number).[13,14,15]  
5 
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Figure 2 Schematic depiction of the naked cubic close packed structure of Au13 
and Au55 clusters. 
The term ‘colloid’ refers to bigger particles with a non-defined stoichiometry. It was 
used by Graham in 1861 for the first time who described seemingly aqueous 
solutions of finely dispersed solids which normally are not soluble in water as bulk 
materials, e.g. AgCl or Au.[16] Until today the term describes metastable 
suspensions of a liquid or solid phase in a second liquid phase. [17,18]  
In general, nanoparticles are situated in the size region between the molecular and 
the bulk phase and therefore show typically size induced properties, which vary 
significantly from those known from solid state materials or single molecules. The 
small particle size and the resulting relation of surface to bulk atoms influence the 
atomar distance, the heat conductivity, as well as the optical, electronic, and 
magnetic properties of the materials. This effect is called ‘size quantization effect’ or 
‘quantum size effect’.[19,20]  
Concerning the electronic and optical properties of metals in the nanoscale, the size 
quantization effect is of particular interest. With decreasing number of metal atoms 
in the particle also the number of electronic states decreases. In bulk materials the 
electronic states form a continuous band structure while a molecule shows only a 
defined number of binding and anti-binding states. The nanoparticles are situated in-
between and – if small enough like in the case of very small clusters – already show 
quantization of electronic states. Thus, metal clusters smaller than 1.5 nm typically 
show discrete absorption bands in the UV/Vis spectra.[21,22,23] Au particles which 
Basic Knowledge  
have a diameter larger than 2 nm, but which are significantly smaller than the 
wavelength λ of the light do not show discrete absorption peaks, but have a red to 
purple color, caused by the surface plasmon resonance. Particles in this dimension 
have a high number of free electrons on the nanoparticle surface which can be 
polarized by the electric field of light. Figure 3 depicts the displacement of the 
conduction electron charges relative to the nuclei by the electric field. Due to 
Coulomb attraction a restoring force arises, resulting in oscillation of the electron 
cloud relative to the nuclear framework. [24,25,26] 
 
Figure 3 Polarization of a spherical Au particle by the electric field of the light 
(according to ref. [24]).  
The plasmon resonance frequency is dependent on the material, the particle size 
and geometry, and the permittivity of the surrounding medium εm. For a diplar 
excitation it can be described by equation 1 [27]: 
 
m
p
ε
ϖϖ
211 +=   (1) 
with: ω1 = plasmon resonance frequency 
 ωp = plasma frequency of the metal 
 εm = dielectric function of the surrounding medium 
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The red color of a Au sol with particles of a diameter around 15 nm serves as a 
typical example for the change in physical properties of nanoparticles compared to 
the respective bulk material. The exploration of these new properties and the 
elaboration of theoretical methods suitable for such mesoscopic systems have 
gathered tremendous interest in science within the last two decades. Strategies are 
developed how to utilize the fascinating effects occurring in the nanometer scale for 
the creation of new materials for nanoelectronic, diagnostic, or sensing devices. 
[28,29,30,31,32,33,34] The variety of methods to synthesize nanoparticles of different 
sizes and shapes in combination with the diversity of protocols for their controlled 
assembly created a new class of materials within the last decades. Some important 
methods to synthesize nanoparticles as well as methods for the controlled assembly 
of nanoparticles with the help of the DNA molecule will be enlightened in the 
following chapters.  
 
2.1.2 Synthesis of nanoparticles 
Many different synthetic procedures have been developed in order to obtain metal 
nanoparticles of different sizes and shapes. Thereby it has to be distinguished 
between top-down and bottom-up fabrication processes. Top-down approaches 
follow the strategy to dissipate a macroscopic material until the particle size in the 
nanometer range is reached (e.g. by milling or lithographic processes). In contrast, 
in bottom-up approaches nanoparticles are assembled from smaller subunits, like 
atoms or molecules, mostly via wet chemical routes. The most common processes 
concerning the field around this work follow the bottom-up approach. Thus, only the 
latter will be described in the following. The general way for nanoparticle preparation 
is the reduction of a soluble metal precursor, e.g. HAuCl4, in the presence of 
stabilizing ligands, either by reducing agents (like H2, B2H6, NaBH4, citric acid, 
alcohols, and others), through an electrochemical setup[35,36], or by physical 
assisted methods like sonochemistry[37], thermolysis[38], or photochemistry.[39] The 
general wet chemical procedure for the preparation of metal nanoparticles is 
depicted in figure 4. 
Basic Knowledge  
 
Figure 4 General scheme for the fabrication of nanoparticles via the wet 
chemical route: A soluble precursor is reduced in presence of stabilizing 
ligand molecules. 
The ligand molecules which are added in order to stabilize the nanoparticles serve 
as a protecting shield for the particles and prevent them from agglomeration and 
growth. The stabilization effect is either based on electrostatic repulsion if the ligand 
molecules are charged, or on sterical hindering which occurs when bulky molecules 
are added. In many cases the ligand shell fulfills both of the aforementioned 
properties and the shielding effect is a combination of electrostatic and steric 
repulsion. As an example, citrate stabilized nanoparticles or Au clusters stabilized 
by sulfonated triphenylphosphines can be mentioned here. Furthermore, the ligand 
molecules provide functional groups on the surface of the particles. The group 
binding to the Au surface has to be an electron donor, like it is in -NR2, -PR3 or R-
SH groups. In various cases a post-synthetic ligand exchange is possible, 
depending on the bond strength of the ligand used in the initial nanoparticle 
synthesis. Through this procedure the nanoparticle properties, e.g. solubility, or the 
chemical functionalization of the surface can flexibly be adjusted to the requirements 
of the respective system.[40] 
The choice of metal precursors, the great variety of different reducing agents and 
the huge number of possible ligand molecules have led to a broad diversity of metal 
nanoparticles with different sizes, shapes and chemical functionalities. For detailed 
information one can refer to review articles by Schmid, Daniel and Astruc, Richards 
et al. and Burda et al.[11,41,42,43]  
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However, all of these preparation methods have in common that size and size 
distribution of the nanoparticle products are of great importance. Thus, the most 
prominent example for the synthesis of stoichiometrically defined Au clusters, 
introduced by Schmid et al. in 1981, should be mentioned in this context.[17] As a 
precursor AuPPh3Cl was utilized, which was reduced by B2H6, generated from 
NaBH4 and BF3?Et2O. The resulting Au55(PPh3)12Cl6 cluster could be isolated as a 
black microcrystalline solid, which was soluble in dichloromethane. Characterization 
by means of small angle X-ray diffraction and TEM revealed an extremely narrow 
size distribution of the cluster (1.4 nm ± 0.4 nm) and a cubic packing of the Au 
atoms, following the model of a full-shell cluster depicted in figure 2. Further 
examples for full-shell clusters Pt309phen*36O30 and Pd561phen36O200 (phen* = 
bathophenantroline and phen = 1,10-phenantroline).[44,45,46] Such full-shell clusters 
with a defined number of atoms exhibit an extremely narrow size distribution and 
therefore a highly defined electronic structure, making them especially interesting for 
the design of novel materials with intriguing electronic properties.[47] 
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2.2 DNA 
DNA is the most outstanding molecule in living systems: it is the basis of life in every 
organism. All known forms of cellular life as well as some viruses incorporate the 
DNA molecule as the carrier for the genetic code. This unique biomolecule is built 
up of nucleotides that are polymerized to long strands and encodes the genetic 
information in a sequence of four different nucleobases. A nucleotide, the 
monomeric building block of the DNA strand, consists of three components: a) the 
nucleobase, b) D(-)-2’-deoxyribose and c) a phosphate group. Thereby the ribose 
unit links the phosphate group and the nucleobase. The four different nucleobases 
occurring in the DNA strand and encoding the genetic information are the purine 
bases adenine (1) and guanine (2) and the pyrimidine bases cytosine (3) and 
thymine (4), shown in figure 5.[48,49]  
 
Figure 5 The four DNA bases adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine. 
The transfer of the genetic information into a functional protein or peptide takes 
place via the highly controlled processes of translation and transcription to RNA, 
according to the canonical sequence of the described nucleobases. These are 
connected to the C1’ atom of the ribose unit with one ring nitrogen. In case of the 
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pyrimidines the connection nitrogen is the N1 while the purines are connected via 
N9. The resulting nucleosides are polymerized to a long chain single stranded DNA 
molecule via phosphodiester groups. Such a linear polynucleotide with the four 
different DNA bases is depicted in figure 6. 
 
Figure 6 Chemical structure of a DNA single strand. Here a segment is shown 
which contains the bases A, G, C and T. 
The resulting nucleic acid chains have a chemical orientation. The 3’ end contains a 
free hydroxyl group at the C3’ of the sugar, the 5’ end has a free hydroxyl or 
phosphate group at the C5’ atom of the sugar. The sequence of such a nucleotide is 
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always described in direction 5’ to 3’ and abbreviated for example with ApGpCpT for 
the case shown in figure 6.  
Each connecting phosphodiester unit in the strand carries a negative charge, 
making the DNA a poly-anion. This is important for the solubility of the DNA 
molecule in water. However, cations like Na+ are needed to compensate the 
negative charge and thus, the Coulomb repulsion between the individual strands in 
order to allow hybridization, for example.  
Two polynucleotide strands can associate to form the DNA double helix as it was 
discovered by Watson and Crick in 1953 and rewarded with the Nobel price in 1962. 
The association of the two strands involves the scheme of complementary base 
pairing, meaning that each base on one strand forms a bond with just one kind of 
base on another strand: Adenine binds to thymine by two hydrogen bonds and 
cytosine binds to guanine through three hydrogen bonds as displayed in figure 7. 
 
Figure 7 The Watson-Crick base pairing scheme involves selective hydrogen 
bond formation between adenine (1) and thymine (4), and guanine (2) 
and cytosine (3), respectively.  
Therefore the double-stranded sequence can be described by the sequence of one 
of the single strands, chosen by convention. The pairing of complementary bases to 
form a DNA double helix structure is depicted in figure 8 schematically.  
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Figure 8 The DNA double helix structure (B-DNA). 
The DNA double helix in its natural conformation has a diameter of 2 nm; one 
complete turn in the double helix has a length of 3.4 nm and contains ten base 
pairs. Due to the weak hydrogen bonds between the strands the hybridization of 
DNA is a reversible process and can be repealed for example by heating. The GC 
content and length of the DNA molecule dictates the strength of the association: the 
more GC base pairs exist, the stronger and longer-lasting is the association, 
characterized by the temperature required to break the hydrogen bonds, the so 
called melting temperature Tm which leads to dissociation of the double strand.  
The double helix can occur in three different modifications: The A-, B-, and Z-DNA, 
namely. Naturally, DNA strands adopt the above shown B-conformation. A-DNA has 
a wider right-handed spiral with a shallow and wide minor groove and a narrower 
and deeper major groove, compared to B-DNA. It can be found under non-
physiological conditions in dehydrated samples and in hybrid pairings of DNA and 
RNA strands. In contrast to A- and B-DNA the helix in Z-DNA is left handed. This 
conformation can be formed when segments of the DNA strands are chemically 
modified, for example by methylation of the nucleobases. 
 
2.2.1 DNA Synthesis  
DNA strands can be isolated from cells or up to a certain length be artificially 
synthesized, whereby the sequence of base pairs can be directed through the 
14 
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synthetic procedure.[50] The artificial generation of DNA strands is accomplished via 
a solid phase approach which was simultaneously developed by Merrifield[51] and 
Letsinger[52] for peptide chemistry and subsequently adapted for the synthesis of 
oligonucleotides.[53] Sequential formation of a phosphodiester group between the 
3’ hydroxyl group and the 5’ hydroxyl group of the nucleotides needs to be 
performed in this procedure. The strands are constructed from the 3’ end, starting 
by binding the 3’ end of the starter nucleotide to the solid support. The 5’ end is 
protected by a trityl or pixyl group which is detached after the immobilization 
process. In automated cycles this procedure of immobilization and deprotection is 
repeated with the respective protected nucleotides until the desired sequence is 
finalized. Due to a certain degree of errors during the synthesis, only strands up to a 
length of 150 bp can be produced reliably with this technique.  
If longer DNA strands are required natural sources like bacteria, bacteriophages and 
others have to be taken into account. In the natural sources for DNA besides the 
genomic DNA which carries the information of the genetic code in the sequence of 
base pairs, other DNA molecules with different functions exist, for example the 
plasmid DNA in bacteria. These circular DNA strands for example carry information 
for the resistance against certain antibiotics. 
A third method to gain DNA is the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). PCR is a 
method for the enzymatic replication of DNA without using a living organism.[54,55] 
This technique allows a small amount of DNA to be amplified exponentially, which 
makes the PCR an important method for a variety of tasks, such as the detection of 
hereditary diseases, the identification of genetic fingerprints, the diagnosis of 
infectious diseases, the cloning of genes, paternity testing, and DNA computing. 
[56,57,58,59,60,61] The template strand which is to be amplified is denatured in a first 
step to give the single strands. Two short oligonucleotide sequences (15-20 bp) 
each complementary to a segment in one of the single strands, are added to the 
reaction mixture in excess and hybridized to the latter in the distance determining 
the length of sequence that is to be amplified. Starting from these primers the DNA 
is amplified by a temperature stable polymerase enzyme. In a second cycle the 
newly synthesized double strands are denatured again and serve as template 
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themselves, which causes an exponential amplification of desired sequence. 
Especially for the incorporation of modified DNA bases into long DNA strands the 
PCR reaction is a well suited method and was applied for the generation of the 
alkyne modified DNA templates used in this work.  
 
2.2.2 DNA as a construction material for nanoparticle 
assemblies 
The advantage of the use of DNA in the construction of one-dimensional 
nanostructures is obvious: The molecule exhibits a chain like structure with an exact 
chemical composition and a certain degree of programmability through the 
canonical sequence of the four bases. It furthermore bears excellent self recognition 
properties unachieved by any other natural or artificial polymer which enables the 
construction of complicated geometries from DNA units equipped with sticky 
ends.[9,10] A multitude of different binding sites allows spatially defined assembly of 
nanoobjects. Furthermore, artificial binding tags can be introduced into the DNA 
strand as it will be described later in this work. Nanoobjects with functional groups 
which can react with those introduced into the strand can be assembled in a highly 
defined way on the template.[62,63,64] 
The construction of DNA-templated one-, two- and three-dimensional 
nanostructures has gained enormous attraction since the pioneer works of Mirkin 
and coworkers who began using DNA as an assembly tool for nanoparticles in 
1996.[65,66,67] In the approach illustrated in figure 9 they prepared two sets of 13 nm 
Au nanoparticles (A and B) that were modified with two non-complementary sets of 
thiol-terminated, single stranded oligonucleotides (1 and 2). Upon addition of a 
linking DNA duplex which contains the respective sequences, complementary to 
those bound to the particles before, as ‘sticky ends’ (1’ and 2’) aggregation of the 
nanoparticle due to hybridization of the strands occurred.  
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Figure 9 The figure shows the pioneering approach of Mirkin and coworkers to 
assemble Au nanoparticles with DNA strands to network structures. 
The aggregation became visible in the change spectral properties of the colloid 
solutions. A significant red-shift of the plasmon resonance of the DNA modified 
particles could be detected as a consequence of the addition of the linking strand. 
Furthermore, slow precipitation of pinkish-grey solid resulting from the formation of 
networked colloids, was observed. The effect was shown to be reversible upon 
heating: the precipitate dissolved again yielding the original red particle solution. The 
aggregation and melting effects were monitored by means of UV/Vis 
measurements. In TEM studies of the precipitated nanoparticle networks a clear 
correlation between the inter-particle distance and the length of the DNA linker was 
observed. 
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This work deals with the formation of one-dimensional nanostructures on DNA 
templates, thus only the present literature concerning one-dimensional assembly 
methods will be highlighted in the following chapter. For more information on DNA-
based two- and three-dimensional assembly of nanoparticles one can refer to 
several review articles on this topic.[68,69,70,71] 
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2.3 One-dimensional nanostructures:  Status 
of research  
Two general approaches have been applied for the formation of one-dimensional 
nanostructures based on DNA templates. One describes the direct metallization of 
the DNA strand by reducing noble metal cations that were introduced to the DNA 
before, yielding continuously metallized wires. The other concept involves the 
binding of preformed metal nanoparticles to DNA to form linear assemblies of 
individual particles. Both of these concepts are pursued in this work. In the following 
chapters the current state of research in the respective fields will be briefly 
summarized. 
 
2.3.1 Continuous metallization of DNA 
 
Figure 10 The general approach for the continuous DNA metallization. 
The continuous metal coating of a DNA template strand can be achieved by 
reduction of noble metal ions like Ag+, Au3+, Pt2+ or Pd2+ that are bound 
electrostatically to the DNA template before, as presented in figure 10. Pioneer work 
in the DNA-templated nanowire fabrication was presented by Braun et al. in 1998, 
who exchanged the native charge compensation cations of the DNA backbone for 
Ag+, followed by a reduction and further electroless plating process.[72,73] The DNA 
template strands were assembled on electrode structures prior to the described 
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metallization process, thus, conductivity measurements on the obtained wires could 
be accomplished. The densely metallized DNA wires showed a resistance between 
7 and 30 MΩ, depending on the duration of Ag deposition. These works were 
advanced by Keren et al. who recently published their work on the first DNA-
templated, self assembled transistor.[74,75] Various other syntheses of metallized 
DNA strands have been reported, e.g. by photo-reduction of electrostatically bound 
Ag ions and chemical reduction of electrostatically bound Pt, Pd or Cu 
ions.[76,77,78,79] Another strategy uses the affinity of Pt2+ complexes towards DNA 
strands and subsequent electroless plating to generate Pt-nanowires.[80,81,82] A 
review about one-dimensional nanowire formation was presented by Richter.[83] The 
main problem in the approaches described is the lack of selectivity in the 
metallization procedures as the growth of metal along the DNA template is difficult 
to control and the spatial definition of metallization centers is not predetermined. A 
selective concept for continuous DNA metallization was presented by Burley et al. 
who utilized DNA duplexes which incorporate modified DNA bases equipped with 
alkyne reporter groups.[63] After conversion with sugar azides and subsequent 
Tollens reaction and metal enhancement, Ag wires could be obtained. In this work a 
further development of this metallization route towards bimetallic nanowires with 
high aspect ratios will be presented.  
 
2.3.2 Binding of preformed metal clusters to DNA 
 
Figure 11 Immobilization of preformed nanoparticles on DNA templates. 
In contrast to the aforementioned continuous metallization procedures, the 
immobilization of preformed nanoparticles as illustrated in figure 11 can take 
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advantage of the precise size control and the defined surface chemistry of the well 
elaborated synthetic routes towards the nanoparticles.  
Nevertheless, it remains a difficult task to assemble the particles in direct contact to 
each other over extended domains, where the inter-particle spacing is identical and 
small enough to allow direct dipolar coupling or even electronic transport along the 
array.[84] The approach to fulfill the requirements of a spatially defined one-
dimensional assembly applicable for quantized electron transport follows different 
binding mechanisms between nanoparticles and DNA, which will be described in the 
following. 
One approach for the site-selective binding of nanoparticles to DNA is the 
hybridization of single stranded DNA modified Au nanoparticles on DNA templates 
which incorporate the single stranded sequences complementary to the strand 
which is attached to the nanoparticles. This method allows a spatially defined 
immobilization of single even different nanoobjects along DNA template strands 
benefiting from the selectivity of Watson-Crick base pairing. Alivisatos and 
coworkers showed for the first time that a discrete number of water-soluble Au55 
clusters with one N-propylmaleimide ligand per cluster can couple selectively to a 
sulphoryl group incorporated into single stranded DNA oligomers.[85] By combination 
of these oligomer functionalized nanoparticles with suitable oligonucleotide single 
strand templates, parallel (head-to-tail) and antiparallel (head-to-head) dimers were 
obtained. The linear alignment of the clusters and the center-to-center distance 
which ranged from 2 - 6 nm, respectively, were shown by means of TEM and UV/Vis 
absorbance measurements.[86] Deng et al. developed this method further, yielding 
long chains of metal clusters along a DNA template, which was synthesized by 
rolling circle polymerization.[87]  
Noyong et al. utilized the affinity of cisplatin to specific binding sites at the DNA to 
decorate DNA densely with cysteamine stabilized gold nanoparticles.[88,89] Thereby, 
the planar platinum-complex is incubated with natural DNA. As described in 2.4.2 it 
preferably occupies neighboring GG bases and may serve as binding site for amine 
terminated nanoparticles. By exchange of the ammonia groups at the cisplatin for 
the amine functions in the nanoparticle ligand shell the strands could be covered 
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densely with the nanoparticles. By means of AFM the dense decoration of the DNA 
with nanoparticles could be proven. In TEM images the structures appear as 
continuous Au wires, which results from melting of the particles under the high 
energy impact of TEM conditions.  
Several examples have been reported in which nanoparticles were attached to the 
DNA template electrostatically. Therefore nanoparticles were stabilized with 
positively charged ligands which bind to the negatively charged phosphate 
backbone. Hutchison and coworkers utilized particles that were modified with three 
different ligands, (2-mercaptoethyl)trimethylammonium iodide (TMAT), [2-(2-
mercaptoethoxy)ethyl]trimethyl-ammonium toluene-4-sulfonate (MEMA), and 
{2-[2-(2-mercaptoethoxy)ethoxy]ethyl}-trimethylammonium toluene-4-sulfonate  
(PEGNME), respectively. The ammonia groups in the nanoparticle ligand shell were 
bound electrostatically to λ-DNA in solution. By TEM studies it was shown that DNA 
could be densely covered with nanoparticles over long ranges whereby the inter-
particle distance strongly depends on the chain length of the utilized ligands, 
resulting in inter-particle distances of 1.5, 2.1, and 2.8 nm, respectively. Thereby, 
the inter-particle distance resembles twice the length of the ligand, assuming that it 
is in fully extended configuration.[90,91]  
A similar approach was reported by Reich and coworkers, who used thiocholine to 
stabilize the nanoparticles.[92] Modification of the DNA with the particles was 
performed on Si/SiO2 surfaces that were modified with different aminosilanes 
before. The density of particle coverage on the DNA was found to be strongly 
dependent on the incubation time as well as on the surface modification of the 
support.  
Fitzmaurice and coworkers presented another method for the electrostatic 
immobilization of nanoparticles on DNA strands.[93] In a first step, double stranded 
DNA was deposited between conventionally patterned Au electrodes on a silicon 
wafer. Subsequently, the wafer was incubated in an aqueous dispersion of 
dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) stabilized Au nanoparticles which due to their 
positively charged ligand shell assembled on the negatively charged DNA 
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backbone. By electroless deposition a continuous Au nanowire was formed in a third 
step. The resulting wires between the 1 μm gaps of the electrode structure were 
electrically characterized and found to exhibit ohmic behavior with a single wire 
resistivity of 2 × 10-4 Ωm. In a second publication Fitzmaurice and coworkers 
presented a further step towards device fabrication by using the same method 
described above.[94] They reported on the fabrication of a nano-gap structure 
assembled of a thiolated DNA strand with a biotin moiety placed centrally on the 
DNA strand. Upon incubation with the DMAP stabilized nanoparticle dispersion, the 
strand was densely decorated with particles. In a further step, streptavidin was 
added which replaced the nanoparticles adsorbed weakly at the biotin moiety, 
forming a gap in the nanoparticle chain. After electroless plating a nano-gap 
between a continuous Au wire could be formed by this method. 
Schmid and coworkers studied the interactions of λ-DNA with the water soluble 
Au55[PPh2(C6H4SO3H)]12Cl6 cluster by means of TEM an AFM methods and 
observed a dense covering of the DNA strands with nanoparticles.[95,96] Surprisingly, 
TEM studies of the DNA-nanoparticle assembly revealed a dramatic size 
degradation of the clusters in the linear arrangement. By modeling experiments this 
observation could be explained with a conformational change of the DNA structure 
from the B-DNA to the A-DNA which is formed under ultra high vacuum conditions 
and initiated by dehydration. The calculated compression of the length of the groove 
from 1.43 nm in B-DNA to 0.73 nm in A-DNA corresponds to the change of the 
cluster diameter from 1.4 nm to 0.6 nm that could be observed during the TEM 
studies. Thus, it was assumed that the change of DNA morphology induces the 
degradation of Au55 clusters to Au13 clusters which fit into the major groove of the 
new A-DNA structure. 
However, the common route to bind nanoparticles to the DNA backbone by 
electrostatic interaction lacks selectivity as no spatially defined binding sites are 
addressed. Thus, this method might serve for the fabrication of nanowires, but a self 
assembling device of higher complexity can be hardly realized using this method.  
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2.4 Methods for the binding of nanoparticles 
to DNA applied in this work 
2.4.1 ‘Click’ chemistry – an approach via modified DNA 
bases 
The concept of ‘click’ chemistry was introduced by Sharpless et al. in 2001. It 
describes chemical reactions tailored to synthesize useful new compounds and 
combinatorial libraries through heteroatom links (C-X-C) in a quick and reliable way 
in analogy to chemical reactions occurring in nature.[97] The concept comprises a 
group of reactions which have to fulfill a variety of basic requirements: According to 
the definition the reaction must be modular, be wide in scope, give very high yields, 
generate only inoffensive byproducts that can be removed by nonchromatographic 
methods, and be stereospecific, but not necessarily enantioselective. The reaction 
conditions should be simple: ideally the process should be insensitive to oxygen and 
water, the starting materials and reagents should be readily available, no solvent or 
a solvent that is benign (such as water) or easily removed should be utilized and the 
product should be facile to isolate. 
In this context, a variety of reactions can be named that fulfill the aforementioned 
requirements. A detailed overview was presented by Rostovtsev et al.[98] One type 
of ‘click’ reaction is of essential importance in this work: the copper(I)-catalyzed 
Huisgen cycloaddition, which will be refered to as ‘click’ reaction in the following. In 
this reaction a terminal alkyne is reacted with an azide function to form a triazole 
moiety.[99] The reaction scheme and the proposed reaction mechanism are 
illustrated in figure 12. 
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Figure 12 a) Reaction scheme for the conversion of terminal alkynes with azides 
to triazole rings in the copper(I)-catalyzed Huisgen cycloaddition 
b) proposed reaction mechanism for the ‘click’ reaction.[99]  
The CuI catalyst can be taken from commercial sources of CuI such as CuBr or CuI, 
or generated in situ from CuII (e.g. CuSO4) and a reducing agent (e.g. sodium 
ascorbate). As CuI is unstable in aqueous solvents, stabilizing ligands are effective 
for improving the reaction outcome. Widely used as stabilizing ligand is the TBTA 
molecule (5) which is shown in figure 13.[100]  
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Figure 13 The TBTA ligand used in copper(I)-catalyzed Huisgen cycloaddition for 
the stabilization of the CuI species in aqueous solution.[100] 
The ‘click’ reaction has been widely used for the synthesis of organic building 
blocks. Additionally, the concept has been extended for the modification of DNA 
strands by Carell and coworkers who reported on the multiple post-synthetic 
labeling of alkyne modified DNA strands by means of the copper(I)-catalyzed 
Huisgen cycloaddition reaction. Therefore a series of alkyne modified nucleotides 
were prepared, incorporated in the DNA framework, and the ‘click’ reaction was 
applied, using various azide labels of which some are depicted in figure 14.[62]  
 
Figure 14 Azide labels which were successfully ‘clicked’ to alkyne tagged DNA 
strands.  
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The coumarin-derivative (6) and the fluorescein derivative (7) were utilized for 
fluorescence marking of the alkyne modified DNA strands. The sugar azide (8) was 
utilized for metallization experiments of DNA strands as it will be described later in 
this work. Furthermore, different dendrimers were functionalized with the sugar (8) 
in order to increase the aldehyde density on the DNA.[63] In this work the ‘click’ 
reaction plays and important role for both concepts, the decoration of DNA strands 
with nanoparticles and the continuous metallization of the DNA template. Each of 
these approaches is explained in detail in chapters 3.1.2 and 3.2. 
 
2.4.2 Cisplatin – a DNA binding complex as binding site for 
metal clusters 
The planar Pt complex diamminedichloroplatin(II) (drawn in figure 15) occurs as the 
cis- and trans-isomer, of which the cis-isomer has gained a lot of attraction due to its 
anti-cancer activity within the last decades. 
 
Figure 15 Structure of the planar complexes cis-diamminedichloroplatin and trans-
diamminedichloroplatin. 
The binding of cisplation to DNA has been widely studied starting in the 1960s, 
when it was discovered by Rosenberg that electrolysis products from a platinum 
electrode, among them cisplatin (9), inhibited cell division in E. coli bacteria.[101] Until 
today cisplatin has become one of the most important cytotoxic drugs. Its method of 
action is based on its binding to DNA which suppresses mitosis and induces 
apoptosis of the cell. The binding mechanism to DNA is widely understood.[102] The 
complex is sensitive to hydrolysis and is usually dissolved in a saline solution, which 
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due to the Cl- content suppresses the dissociation of the chloro-ligand. In the 
bloodstream the Cl- concentration is also high enough to preserve the structure of 
the complex. The neutral compound then enters the cell by either passive diffusion 
or active uptake by the cell. Due to the lower chlorine concentration inside the cell, 
cisplatin undergoes hydrolysis, in which one or two chlorine ligands are replaced by 
a water molecule generating the positively charged species (figure 16) which are 
believed to be the active species in the binding mechanism to DNA.[103]  
 
Figure 16 Hydrolysis of the cisplatin complex inside the cell yielding the active, 
positively charged species. 
The different ways how cisplatin can bind to the DNA strand are depicted in 
figure 17. After hydrolysis the complex preferably binds to the N(7) position in purine 
nucleotides, resulting predominantly in 1,2-d(GpG) (a) and 1,2-d(ApG) (b) intra-
strand crosslinks but also in 1,3-d(GpNpG) intra-strand (c) , inter-strand (d), and 
monofunctional species or protein DNA crosslinks (e).[104,105]  
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Figure 17 The different ways of binding of the cisplatin complex to DNA strands. 
The binding of nanoparticles to the DNA strand with the cisplatin complex was 
described by Noyong.[88,89,106] Firstly, the DNA is incubated with an aqueous solution 
of the metal complex upon which an inter-strand binding occurs preferably to 
adjacent GC-base pairs. In the following, the two ammonia groups now present at 
the DNA backbone can be exchanged for amine groups that are situated in the 
nanoparticle’s ligand shell. This method allows an immobilization of nanoparticles to 
the DNA which is to a certain extent predictable if the DNA sequence is known. If 
synthetic DNA fragments are utilized in which the base sequence can be directed 
the binding sites for the nanoparticles could be spatially defined due to the affinity of 
the complex to adjacent GC base pairs. 
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2.5 Characterization of metal nanoparticles 
and nanoparticle assemblies  
2.5.1 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
Atomic force microscopy, a technique invented in 1986 by Binnig, Quate and 
Gerber, is a method to scan surface topographies, height profiles and up to a certain 
extent viscoelastic poperties of surfaces in a non-destructive matter.[107,108] In 
contrast to the STM techniques that were developed before, AFM is capable of 
investigating insulating surfaces with a sub-nanometer resolution. The method uses 
the attractive and repulsive forces between the surface and a scanning probe 
mounted on a flexible cantilever for surface scanning. The setup of a an AFM is 
depicted in figure 18. 
 
Figure 18 Apparative setup of an atomic force microscope.  
The AFM head consists of a microscale, flexible cantilever which carries a sharp 
probe with a radius curvature typically smaller then 10 nm at its end. The AFM 
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probe is fabricated of silicon or silicon nitride. A SEM image of an AFM cantilever as 
it was used in this work is shown in figure 19. 
 
Figure 19 SEM images of the cantilevers for AFM surface analysis used in this 
work (Olympus OMCL-AC160TS silicon cantilever for tapping mode 
AFM). 
This probe is used to scan the specimen surface. The movement of the tip or the 
sample is performed by a precise positioning device consisting of piezo-electric 
ceramics, most often in the form of a tube scanner. The scanner is capable of sub-
angstrom resolution in x-, y- and z-directions whereby the z-axis is conventionally 
perpendicular to the sample plane. When the tip is brought into proximity of a 
sample surface attractive and repulsive forces between the tip and the sample lead 
to a deflection of the cantilever. This deflection can be optically detected by a laser 
spot reflected from the top of the cantilever into an array of photodiodes.  
In principle, three main operating modes for the measurement can be distinguished, 
namely contact, non-contact and tapping mode.[109] They are defined by the force 
acting between the tip and the surface, which can be described by the Lennard-
Jones potential (equation 2) as a function of tip-to-surface distance (figure 20).  
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Figure 20 The Lennard-Jones potential which describes the force between AFM 
tip and surface as a function of the distance between them. 
In contact mode the tip and sample remain in close contact during the scanning 
procedure, meaning in the repulsive regime of the intermolecular forces induced for 
example by Coulomb interactions (10-8-10-6 N). In this measuring mode strong 
lateral forces between the tip and the sample surface act, which may even lead to 
destruction of the tip or the sample surface and displacment of objects attached to 
the surface. Thus, contact mode AFM is used for hard surfaces or strongly bound 
objects on the latter. 
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In the non-contact mode the cantilever is oscillated in a distance of 50-150 Å above 
the sample surface where attractive Van der Waals forces between the tip and the 
sample are detected (~10-12 N). However, most sample surfaces under ambient 
conditions are covered with a very thin water film and might form capillary bridges 
between sample and tip and drag the tip into the contact regime. Thus, non-contact 
measurements are rarely applied under these conditions.  
Tapping mode is the third method and the most important one for this work as it 
overcomes the aforementioned disadvantages associated with friction, 
adhesion,and electrostatic forces. In the tapping mode the cantilever is oscillated 
near its resonant frequency with high amplitude. In the scanning process, the 
cantilever is approached to the surface until the oscillating tip is in intermittent 
contact with the latter. During scanning in this mode, the cantilever oscillation is 
necessarily reduced due to energy loss caused by the contact between the tip and 
the surface. The reduction in oscillation amplitude is used to identify and measure 
surface features. A further feature that can be used for material analysis in contact 
mode is the detection of the phase lag in the so called phase imaging mode.  
This secondary imaging technique derived from the tapping mode is used to detect 
material contrast on a specimen surface.[110,111,112] Thereby the phase lag between 
the periodic signal that drives the cantilever and the oscillations of the cantilever is 
monitored. This phase lag varies sensitively in dependence of the material 
properties on the surface due to the change of viscoelastic properties. Thus, a 
strong effect can be seen for example in the phase imaging of DNA decorated with 
nanoparticles and by this way enables to distinguish between coiled DNA structures 
or DNA which is covered with particles of a much harder material. The phase lag is 
monitored while the topographic image is being taken so that images of topography 
and material properties can be collected simultaneously. The concept of phase 
imaging is shown schematically in figure 21. 
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Figure 21 Concept of phase imaging in AFM a) determination of the phase lag by 
detection of the drive signal and the resulting cantilever oscillation 
b) change of the phase lag during the scanning process in areas of 
different material. (Image according to ref. [112]) 
2.5.1.1 Imaging artifacts 
AFM surface analysis bears the risk of imaging artifacts derived from the method to 
scan the surface with a probe which is not mechanically stable and often bigger in 
diameter then the objects that are to be resolved by AFM.[106,113,114] For example, 
the lateral dimensions of objects cannot be accurately determined due to the 
geometry of the AFM tip. Two variables determine the extent of these imaging 
artifacts significantly: the radius of the tip, which is called rt in figure 22 as well as 
the tip angle α. The lateral extension of a spherical particle is always displayed 
broadened in the image, especially when the measured objects have a radius rp 
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which is smaller then that of the AFM tip rt (figure 22a). Furthermore, the resolution 
of different nanoobjects in close vicinity is limited and the distance between two 
single objects cannot be determined precisely in this case (figure 22b). A third 
problem is the measuring of cavities whose dimensions are smaller then the 
diameter of the AFM tip in the immersion depth (figure 22c). During measurements 
these artifacts have to be taken into account in the interpretation of topographic 
images. Especially for the investigation of assemblies consisting of nanoparticles 
with a diameter below 10 nm further analytic methods like TEM need to be 
consulted for a detailed analysis.  
 
Figure 22 Measuring artifacts occurring in the AFM surface scanning a) lateral 
broadening of small objects b) inaccurateness of distance determination 
and c) compression are typical imaging artifacts during AFM 
measurements.  
2.5.2 Electron Microscopy 
Electron microscopy is a technique used for imaging materials and studying their 
properties in a size region which cannot be resolved by conventional light 
microscopy methods.[115,116] The electron beam which is employed to obtain 
structural information is generated either via thermoionic emission from a heated 
filament or via a field emission gun. The electrons are accelerated across a potential 
difference up to hundreds of kV, depending on the method, to generate an electron 
beam of controlled energy and wavelength. The beam is focused by magnetic 
condenser lenses and can interact in different ways with the specimen, which 
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distinguishes a variety of analyzing methods. Of essential importance in this work 
are TEM and SEM as well as EDX as a secondary analytic tool, thus only these 
techniques will be described here briefly. The TEM investigations in this work were 
carried out at the GFE and interpreted in cooperation with the group of Mayer. 
SEM is comparable to TEM in that both comprise a similar instrumental setup of 
electron source and magnetic lenses. However, the ways in which images are 
produced and magnified are entirely different. Whereas TEM is used to study the 
internal structure of thin specimens, the SEM provides information about the surface 
of bulk specimens.  
For TEM, samples are prepared as thin films on carbon coated Cu grids and 
transmitted by the electron beam. The detector, a scintillation counter or an electron 
energy loss spectrometer (EELS) is mounted underneath the sample. The image is 
taken either by a CCD camera or by a sheet of photographic film under the viewing 
screen, controlled by a shutter mechanism. The method provides information on the 
interactions of the electrons with crystalline matter, allowing the detection of 
crystalline areas, defects and grain boundaries, phase analysis, or a determination 
of particle size, which can reach atomic resolution. However, concerning the 
conventional TEM analytic of small nanoparticles, contrast delocalization due to 
coherence of the electron beam and spherical aberration impede an exact size 
determination. Noteworthy in this context is the new generation of transmission 
electron microscopes accessible at the Ernst-Ruska Center for Electron Microscopy 
in Juelich. By a spherical aberration correction the contrast delocalization can be 
avoided almost completely, which for the first time enables a precise size 
determination also for particles in the dimension of 1 nm and below.[117,118,119] 
In SEM the specimen surface is scanned by the electron beam. Depending on the 
detector used, structural information can be obtained either via the backscattered 
electrons from the surface or via secondary electrons emitted from the sample upon 
interaction with the primary electron beam. Backscattered electrons may be used to 
detect contrast between areas with different chemical compositions, while 
secondary electrons can give a three dimensional image of the surface.  
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A tool for chemical analysis in the electron microscope is energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX). Thereby electrons in the sample are excited by interaction with 
the primary electron beam and emit characteristic X-rays. The energy of the 
emission is highly specific to individual elements; thus, the X-ray emission data 
provides qualitative and quantitative information about the chemical composition of 
the sample. 
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3 Concept 
This dissertation is part of the DASy project, a collaborative research project 
founded by the Volkswagenstiftung in the funding initiative “complex materials”. The 
acronym DASy stands for project title ‘DNA-Based Materials for the Self-Assembly 
of Electrical Circuits’ which aims at the development of novel, conducting DNA-
based materials, which may at the end allow the programmable assembly of DNA-
based electronic nanostructures.  
  
Figure 23 Different groups involved in the DASy project and their respective 
expertise within the project. 
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Six different groups are involved in the DASy project, as shown in figure 23. Besides 
the theoretical background elaborated by the groups of Schoeller and Wenzel, 
different synthetic concepts have been developed by the groups of Carell, Eichen 
and Simon.  
This dissertation comprises the synthetic work on one-dimensional nanostructures 
involving the preparation of different kinds of metal nanoparticles with variable 
surface functionalizations and their immobilization to natural and artificial DNA 
templates by different routes. Besides the assembly of preformed cluster materials 
on DNA, also the continuous metallization of DNA strands is a main goal of this 
work.  
The DNA templates are allocated by the group of Carell whose expertise is the 
synthesis of artificial DNA bases and their incorporation into DNA strands equipped 
with selective binding tags for the immobilization of metal nanoparticles or reductive 
groups for the continuous metallization. In close collaboration with the group of 
Eichen the resulting one-dimensional nanostructures are investigated by means of 
AFM methods. Furthermore, the group of Mayer is involved in structural 
investigations by means of TEM methods.  
The different synthetic concepts for the nanoparticle synthesis, their immobilization 
to DNA templates, and for the continuous metallization of DNA strands will be 
outlined briefly in the following chapter.  
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3.1 Selective binding of metal clusters to DNA 
strands 
The first part of this work deals with the immobilization of preformed metal clusters 
on DNA strands in a spatially defined way, aiming at the generation of wire like 
structures. Besides new ways to amine and azide terminated cluster materials, 
different binding concepts have been developed, including the use of the DNA 
binding metal complex cisplatin as well as the binding of azide modified 
nanoparticles on alkyne tagged DNA strands.  
3.1.1 Binding of nanoparticles to DNA via cisplatin 
The DNA binding properties of the planar cis-diamminedichloroplatin(II) complex (9) 
have been widely studied in context with its anti-cancer activity within the last 
decades, as it was described in chapter 2.4.2. Here, the strong affinity of the 
complex to DNA combined with its functionalities is used to assemble nanoparticles 
on DNA strands. As it has already been described by Noyong et al. nanoparticles 
which are terminated with amino groups are bound to cisplatin modified DNA by 
ligand exchange.[88,89,106] In contrast to the Au nanoparticles which were used in the 
works of Noyong et al. the concept is extended to monodisperse, 
superparamagnetic Fe/Pt particles with an alloy structure here.[120,122] Besides the 
extraordinary magnetic properties[121] the versatile functionalization of this particle 
system is of particular interest and is investigated in this work. A ligand exchange 
method is presented which enables the use of a variety of different amine 
functionalized molecules as ligands for the particles in the aqueous phase.  
For ethylenediamine modified Fe/Pt particles the DNA binding properties are 
demonstrated and investigated by means of AFM. The concept of nanoparticle 
immobilization via the cisplatin approach is shown schematically in figure 24. 
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Figure 24 Immobilization of Fe/Pt nanoparticles on DNA templates via the cisplatin 
complex.  
 
3.1.2 Binding of nanoparticles to alkyne tagged DNA 
strands via the Cu catalyzed ‘click’ reaction 
As a second concept for the selective immobilization of metal clusters to DNA 
strands the ‘click’ reaction of azide functionalized nanoparticles with alkyne tagged 
DNA strands is presented. The ‘click’ reaction has already been exploited for the 
modification of DNA with sugar molecules or fluorescent tags.[62] In this work the 
development of an azide functionalized cluster system as well as its binding to the 
alkyne tagged DNA duplexes is shown.  
For this purpose different types of Au and Fe/Pt nanoparticles are synthesized, 
having in common that they carry azide functionalities in the ligand shell. Therefore 
a new type of ligand, i.e. an azide modified glutathione derivative, prepared by 
Clever as a part of the DASy project, are used. To prove the reactivity of the azide 
groups in the ligand shell, ‘click’ experiments on alkyne modified silicon surfaces are 
conducted and monitored by AFM. By copper(I)-catalyzed Huisgen cycloaddition the 
alkyne groups react with the azide groups in the ligand shell of the clusters yielding 
triazole moieties. The density of nanoparticle coverage can be observed via AFM 
and compared to control samples incubated in Au nanoparticle solutions without 
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‘click’ catalyst. The concept of the surface experiment is illustrated in the following 
figure. 
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Figure 25 Surface immobilization experiment of azide terminated nanoparticles on 
alkyne modified Si/SiO2 surfaces. 
To apply these results for the one-dimensional assembly of metal clusters, DNA 
which carries alkyne functionalities provided by the Carell group in Munich is 
utilized. These duplexes incorporate modified cytosine and thymine bases, equipped 
with alkyne reporter groups, which in the following should serve as binding tags for 
the nanoparticles. The concept of this Cu catalyzed assembly process is depicted in 
figure 26. The advantage of this concept lies in the site selectivity of the nanoparticle 
attachment to the template, which can be directed in DNA synthesis by the spatially 
defined incorporation of the modified bases into the DNA duplex.  
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Figure 26 Modification of alkyne tagged artificial DNA templates with glutathione 
bisazide stabilized Au nanoparticles. 
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3.2 Continuous metallization of DNA strands 
The dense metallization of DNA strands yielding wire-like structures is achieved via 
a two-step procedure on alkyne modified DNA templates. The alkyne function 
serves as binding site for azide modified sugar molecules that are coupled to the 
DNA strand by copper(I)-catalyzed ‘click’ reaction. The sugar provides aldehyde 
groups on the strand surface that can reduce Ag ions in the well established Tollens 
reaction. Thereby Ag0 centers are deposited on the DNA which can serve as 
metallization sites in a following Au enhancement step or, in presence of sugar 
excess around the DNA, cover the strand completely with a dense Ag layer without 
a further enhancement step. The reaction scheme is shown below in figure 27. 
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Figure 27 Metallization of sugar modified DNA by a two step metallization route.  
The metallized strands will be analyzed by means of SEM, AFM, and EDX. 
Furthermore, the structures which are large enough to be visible in the SEM can be 
addressed with a nanomanipulator array which allows a direct electrical 
characterization. 
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4  Results and Discussion  
4.1 Particle Syntheses: Overview 
A variety of metal nanoparticles with diverse ligands and functional groups in the 
ligand shell were synthesized in this work, using different synthetic approaches. 
The following table should give an overview about the prepared nanoparticle 
materials and their purposes.  
Table 1 Overview on different metal nanoparticles synthesized in this work. 
metal ligand Preparation method Solvent Purpose 
Fe/Pt oleylamine / oleic acid 
(C18H34O2/C18H37N) 
direct synthesis hexane starting material for 
the synthesis of a 
water soluble 
nanoparticle system 
using different amine 
ligands 
Fe/Pt cysteamine 
H2N SH 
two-phase ligand 
exchange 
H2O studies on water 
soluble particles with 
adjustable ligands, 
NMR imaging 
experiments, cell 
toxicity investigations 
Fe/Pt propylamine  
H2N  
two-phase ligand 
exchange 
H2O studies on water 
soluble particles with 
adjustable ligands 
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metal ligand Preparation method Solvent Purpose 
Fe/Pt ethylenediamine  
H2N NH2  
two-phase ligand 
exchange 
H2O studies on water 
soluble particles with 
adjustable ligands, 
assembly on DNA via 
cisplatin route, NMR 
imaging experiments, 
cell toxicity 
investigations 
Fe/Pt propargylamine 
H2N
 
two-phase ligand 
exchange 
H2O studies on water 
soluble particles with 
adjustable ligands, 
possible reagent for 
the ‘click’ reaction 
Fe/Pt 3-aminopropylazide 
NH2N3  
two-phase ligand 
exchange 
H2O studies on water 
soluble particles with 
adjustable ligands, 
possible reagent for 
the ‘click’ reaction 
Au P(Ph)3 direct synthesis CH2Cl2 precursor for 
glutathione bisazide 
stabilized 
nanoparticles 
Au glutathione direct synthesis H2O TEM studies of small 
Au clusters with 
defined atom number, 
cell toxicity 
experiments, model 
system for glutathione 
bisazide stabilized Au-
particles 
Au glutathione bisazide direct synthesis H2O assembly on DNA 
templates via ‘click’ 
chemistry 
Au glutathione bisazide one-phase ligand 
exchange 
H2O / 
diglyme 
assembly on DNA 
templates via ‘click’ 
chemistry 
Au glutathione bisazide two-phase ligand 
exchange 
H2O assembly on DNA 
templates via ‘click’ 
chemistry 
Au glutathione bisazide / 
glutathione 
two-phase ligand 
exchange 
H2O assembly on DNA 
templates via ‘click’ 
chemistry 
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4.2 Fe/Pt Nanoparticles 
The Fe/Pt nanoparticle system which is presented here serves as an example for 
nanoparticles with an extremely versatile surface functionalization that can be 
easily introduced post-synthetically by a facile ligand exchange procedure. As 
starting material for the modification with various ligands Fe/Pt nanoparticles 
stabilized by oleylamine and oleic acid were synthesized. The route applied here is 
based on a method by Sun et al.[122] Reduction of Pt(acac)2 by hexadecanediol and 
simultaneous thermal decomposition of Fe(CO)5 in the presence of oleic acid and 
oleylamine as stabilizing ligands yields uniform particles with an alloy structure.[123] 
The nanoparticle synthesis could be performed according to the protocol described 
by Sun et al. The particle product was characterized by means of XRD and TEM. A 
study of the magnetic properties of the nanoparticles and the XRD data has been 
presented earlier.[124]  
In this work, the surface modification of the nanoparticles with respect to 
biochemical applications and binding to DNA is of particular interest. As described 
in the literature, Fe/Pt nanoparticles are generally stabilized with alkyl carboxylic 
acids (RCOOH) and alkyl amines (RNH2). Thereby the carboxyl groups act either 
as chelate ligands, binding to Fe via two O atoms, or as a monodentate ligand, 
binding to Fe via only one O atom. Regarding the stabilization with –NH2 groups, N 
as an electron donor can bind to Pt via a coordination bond. IR spectroscopic 
studies prove both, the existence of –COO- and -NH2 groups, on the nanoparticle 
surface.125 This protecting layer of oleylamine and oleic acid binds to the 
nanoparticles as shown in figure 28, and prevents the particles from aggregation 
and growth. Thus, the particles are stable under ambient conditions, either as a 
solution in hexane or isolated as a powder.  
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Figure 28 Stabilization of Fe/Pt alloy particles by amino- and carboxyl groups. 
(according to ref. [123]) 
The oleylamine / oleic acid stabilized particles were synthesized as a starting 
compound for ligand exchange reactions. In figure 29 TEM images of the latter are 
shown. The Fe/Pt particles have a mean diameter of 3 - 4 nm and tend to assemble 
into a hexagonal structure on the carbon film of the TEM grid. Such superstructure 
formation is known for nanoparticles with extremely narrow size distribution. The 
hexagonal assembly of the Fe/Pt particles on the grid can be explained with van 
der Waals forces between the long alkyl chains of the ligands which induces a 
certain order of the particles on the TEM grid when the solvent is evaporated. The 
inter-particle distance of 3.5 nm corresponds to the double lengths of the ligands 
oleylamine and oleic acid (both approx. 1.7 nm assuming that the molecules are in 
fully extended conformation).  
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Figure 29 TEM images and size distribution histogram of oleylamine / oleic acid 
stabilized Fe/Pt nanoparticles.  
In the following, different ligand exchange reactions starting from the above shown 
material will be presented, using a variety of ligands with different functionalities. In 
the progress of this work it has been widely demonstrated by different other groups 
that the oleylamine / oleic acid ligand shell on the surface of Fe/Pt nanoparticle can 
be replaced by other similarly structured acids or amines, by surfactants containing 
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a functional group which exhibits a high affinity for Fe or Pt, or by encapsulating the 
particles with a SiO2 shell.[126,127,128,129,130,131] Such a ligand exchange has a strong 
influence on the inter-particle spacing as it was already described by Sun in the 
initial work on Fe/Pt particles.[123] Great efforts have been made to modify the 
surface of the nanoparticles with water soluble ligands in order to transfer the 
nanoparticles into the aqueous phase for biomedical applications, for example as a 
contrast enhancer in MRI, for magnetic separation, drug delivery, cell marking, and 
a variety of other purposes.[132] 
 
4.2.1 Modification of the Fe/Pt nanoparticles with different 
amine terminated ligands 
For the surface modification of Fe/Pt nanoparticles a fast and facile ligand 
exchange procedure was developed here in which the stabilizing ligands oleic acid 
and oleylamine could be exchanged for a variety of water soluble ligands by 
sonicating the cluster solution in hexane with the respective aqueous solution of the 
desired ligand. Meanwhile other methods for the transfer of Fe/Pt nanoparticles of 
the same size and chemical functionalization have been reported.[133] Nevertheless, 
the procedure described here brings the advantage of being facile, quick and 
feasible without any further precipitation steps or the use of a phase transfer 
catalyst. The protocol is shown schematically in figure 30. 
 
Figure 30 Ligand exchange procedure of oleylamine / oleic acid for water soluble 
amines by sonication.  
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The concentration of each ligand was adjusted according to the color of the 
residual organic phase (discoloring of the solution indicates an almost complete 
transfer of the cluster to the aqueous phase). Furthermore, the optimal 
concentration of the new ligand in the aqueous phase leads to more stable 
solutions in which precipitation occurs as late as possible. Table 2 shows the 
different ligands used in these experiments and the optimized concentrations 
determined for the ligand exchange.  
Table 2 Optimized ligand concentrations for the ligand exchange reaction of 
olylamine/oleic acid for different amine ligands  
ligand optimized concentration (per mg starting material dissolved in 1 mL H2O) 
cysteamine 1.2?10-2 mmol 
propylamine 1.8?10-3 mmol 
ethylenediamine 4?10-3 mmol 
propargylamine 1.2?10-2 mmol 
3-aminopropylazide 3?10-3 mmol – max. 1.810-2 mmol 
 
The resulting aqueous nanoparticle solutions were analyzed by means of TEM. In 
the following, the analytical data for a variety of Fe/Pt particles that were 
synthesized by the procedure described above is presented. 
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4.2.1.1 Cysteamine 
The first ligand that was investigated was cysteamine. The ligand exchange of oleic 
acid / oleylamine for cysteamine was conducted successfully yielding stable 
aqueous solutions of the Fe/Pt nanoparticles. The TEM micrograph in figure 31 
demonstrates that the spherical structure and the mean diameter of the particles 
are retained through the ligand exchange process. In contrast to that, the inter-
particle distance of 1 - 2 nm as well as the assembly of the nanoparticles on the 
TEM grid varies significantly from the starting material. This can be attributed to the 
chemical structure of the ligand. The cysteamine molecule with a length of approx. 
0.6 nm is significantly shorter than the oleylamine or the oleic acid molecules. 
Furthermore, it does not provide long alkyl chains which would allow the formation 
of ordered arrays, as it can be observed in the case of the oleic acid / oleylamine 
stabilized particles. 
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Figure 31 TEM images and histogram of cysteamine stabilized Fe/Pt 
nanoparticles.  
The bifunctionality of the cysteamine ligand nevertheless raises the question which 
group binds to the nanoparticles and which is present in the outer sphere, or if even 
both groups stabilize the nanoparticles as a chelating ligand. As the binding affinity 
of Pt to amines is higher then to thiols, it can be assumed that cysteamine 
stabilizes the nanoparticles in the way shown in figure 32a). On the other hand, Fe 
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is known to have a high affinity to thiols, thus also the binding modes depicted in 
figure 32b) and c) are plausible for cysteamine.  
 
Figure 32 Possible binding modes of the cysteamine ligand to the surface of 
Fe/Pt particles. 
Therefore XPS experiments on the system were conducted which, however, did not 
give unambiguous results. Furthermore, immobilization experiments of the 
nanoparticles to Au surfaces in order to prove the existence of free thiol groups in 
the ligand shell did not lead to densely covered surfaces. If this result is based on a 
binding of these groups to the nanoparticles surface, oxidation of the thiol, or the 
formation of a dithiol species could not be clarified within this work. Further 
experiments involving IR experiments have to be conducted. 
4.2.1.2 Propylamine  
In order to investigate further amines as stabilizing ligands for the Fe/Pt system 
propylamine as the simplest water soluble and easy to handle amine was chosen. 
The ligand exchange protocol could be applied in this case, too, yielding stable 
solutions of the particles which could be stored for two weeks without any 
precipitation of the nanoparticles from the solution. The propylamine stabilized 
nanoparticles were again analyzed by means of TEM. The resulting micrographs 
are shown in figure 33.  
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Figure 33 TEM images and histogram of propylamine stabilized Fe/Pt 
nanoparticles.  
Individual nanoparticles were obtained, which exhibit the same size and size 
distribution as observed for the starting material. As observed in the case of 
cysteamine the particle distance of the product on the TEM grid is significantly 
shorter than in the case of the starting material and the particles are not assembled 
regularly on the grid. 
The fact that a stable aqueous solution of Fe/Pt nanoparticles can be obtained with 
a solely amine functionalized ligand in this experiment strongly supports the 
assumption of a stabilization of the nanoparticles by the amine function in the case 
where cysteamine has been utilized as stabilizing ligand. The good solubility in 
water is still explainable in this model with a formation of a double layer of ligands 
on the nanoparticle surface.  
4.2.1.3 Ethylenediamine 
Another amine investigated was ethylenediamine. In the case of a successful 
ligand exchange a functionalization of the nanoparticles with amino groups in the 
outer sphere of the particles can be expected which makes the resulting 
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nanoparticle material a candidate for the immobilization on DNA via the cisplatin 
approach described in chapter 3.1.1.  
 
Figure 34 TEM images and histogram of ethylenediamine stabilized Fe/Pt 
nanoparticles.  
In the ligand exchange experiments stable solutions of the nanoparticles in the 
aqueous phase were obtained which were again analyzed by means of TEM. The 
TEM images shown in figure 34 clearly show that the particles on the TEM grid 
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form aggregated structures if solutions with a pH-value of 7 are used. Due to this 
network formation no uniform inter-particle distance could be determined from the 
TEM images, but it can be seen that the particle size and shape are retained during 
the ligand exchange. If the crosslinking of the particles occurs upon evaporation of 
the water after sample preparation or if the process already takes place in solution 
due to the bifunctionality of the ligand could not be investigated yet. Nevertheless, 
the brown aqueous dispersions of the nanoparticles were stable for several days 
until first precipitation occurred. In the following, the ethylenediamine stabilized 
particles were used in assembly experiments on DNA strands which will be 
described in detail in chapter 4.5.2. Furthermore, experiments concerning the 
toxicity of the particles in cell cultures as well as NMR imaging experiments have 
been conducted recently. 
4.2.1.4 3-Aminopropylazide 
With respect to the DNA metallization route via the ‘click’ chemistry approach Fe/Pt 
particles with azide and alkyne terminated ligand shells were synthesized in this 
work. Therefore the water soluble, amine terminated ligand molecules 
propargylamine and 3-aminopropylazide, both equipped with functionalities suitable 
for the ‘click’ chemistry described in chapter 2.4.1, were introduced to the Fe/Pt 
nanoparticles. In both cases the ligand exchange could be conducted according to 
the aforementioned protocol of sonication.  
The TEM micrographs of 3-aminopropylazide stabilized nanoparticles are shown in 
figure 35. Again, partial crosslinking of the particles on the TEM grid can be 
observed. As in the case of ethylenediamine stabilized particles two reasons can 
be named for this. On the one hand the bifunctional ligand might coordinate to the 
particles with both sides and thus induce crosslinking of the nanoparticles. On the 
other hand the aggregation might be an effect of solvent evaporation after TEM 
sample preparation.  
One argument supporting the hypothesis of aggregation due to the bifunctionality of 
the ligand is that in ‘click’ reactions with alkyne modified DNA strands no activity of 
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these clusters could be observed. Hence, the alkyne tagged DNA could not be 
covered with the Fe/Pt nanoparticles, in contrast to the reaction of the DNA with 
azide stabilized Au nanoparticles, which will be described later in this work.  
 
Figure 35 TEM images of 3-aminopropylazide stabilized Fe/Pt nanoparticles.  
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4.2.1.5 Propargylamine 
With propargylamine applied as a stabilizing ligand in the ligand exchange 
procedure extraordinary stable aqueous solutions of the Fe/Pt nanoparticles were 
obtained which did not show any precipitation even after several weeks. The TEM 
micrographs of the product displayed in figure 36 show individual nanoparticles with 
an average diameter of 2-3 nm. This value appears slightly smaller than the 
diameter of the starting material. This may be explained with the use of another 
particle batch and the lower resolution of the TEM image that was taken into 
account for the statistical analysis. 
 
Figure 36 TEM images and histogram of propargylamine stabilized Fe/Pt 
nanoparticles.  
4.2.1.6 Further ligands tested 
A variety of further ligands was tested in the ligand exchange reaction by 
sonication. Some of these revealed to be inactive in this reaction at the pH-value of 
the ligand solution. Other ligands proved activity in the ligand exchange, but were 
not investigated in detail yet. Ligands which showed to be suitable for the transfer 
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of the Fe/Pt nanoparticles to the aqueous phase can be studied for biological 
applications in future works. An overview on further ligands which were tested in 
the phase transfer is presented in table 3. 
Table 3 Further compounds that were tested as ligands for Fe/Pt particles in 
the ligand exchange reaction. 
no transfer to the organic phase ligand exchange is feasible to a certain extent  
alanine arginine 
glycine glutamic acid 
proline lysine 
methionine glutathione 
cysteine histidine 
cystine 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine DMAP 
3-mercaptopropionic acid   
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4.3 Au Nanoparticles 
4.3.1 Glutathione stabilized Au nanoparticles 
As already presented in table 1, a variety of Au nanoparticles were synthesized in 
the context of this thesis. Therefore glutathione and glutathione derivatives were 
used as stabilizing ligands. Glutathione (γ-glutamylcysteinylglycine, GSH) is a 
tripeptide which is ubiquitous in animal cells, plants, and microorganisms. It attains 
millimolar concentrations in animal cells and is the most highly concentrated 
intracellular antioxidant. Its electron donating capacity is linked to the thiol group 
which can be easily oxidized to a disulfide group, linking two glutathione molecules 
to the dimeric form, as indicated by the high negative redox potential of the 
GSH/GSSG redox-couple. (E'0 = -0.33V). Both species are depicted in figure 37. 
 
Figure 37 The glutathione molecules in reduced state (18) and oxidized state 
(19). 
The reduced form of glutathione (18), in the following referred to as glutathione, has 
been chosen as a stabilizing molecule for Au nanoparticles for several reasons. In 
this state the molecule offers a thiol group which can bind strongly to the Au 
surface and therefore can prevent the particles from aggregation and growth. 
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Furthermore, it can serve as a reducing agent for Au3+ which forms a stable Au1+ -
 glutathione complex upon treatment with the tripeptide. A third reason is the high 
number of functional groups accessible at the molecule which allows 
functionalization with specific tags, as it was demonstrated for the azide modified 
derivative, for example. A further advantage of glutathione is that due to its 
presence in biological systems the molecule is well suited for the reaction 
conditions in which DNA is stable.  
The first nanoparticles synthesis with glutathione as stabilizing ligand has been 
demonstrated by Whetten and coworkers.[134,135] By conversion of HAuCl4 with 
glutathione in methanol solution clusters in the range between eleven Au atoms up 
to larger aggregates with a diameter of several nanometers were produced. The 
initial product could be separated into fractions of monodisperse nanoparticles by 
means of polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and in the following could be 
analyzed by means of MALDI-TOF and ESI mass spectrometry.[136] The synthesis 
and size separation of the particles by gel electrophoresis were reproduced in this 
work. Discrete bands of nanoparticles on the agarose gel were obtained. After 
isolation of the nanoparticles from the gel, the latter were analyzed by means of 
HRTEM, in contrast to literature, where mass spectrometry served as analyzing 
method for the nanoparticles. In figure 38 a gel section of which the nanoparticles 
were isolated from and the corresponding TEM images of glutathione stabilized 
particles, measured at the Ernst-Ruska-Center in Juelich, are shown.  
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Figure 38 a) Lane of the gel electrophoresis which clearly shows discrete bands 
of the cluster fractions. From the band marked with the red arrow 
HRTEM images b) and c) were taken which represent an unexpectedly 
broad size distribution. 
The TEM images stand in contradiction to the discrete bands that were obtained 
after gel electrophoresis and the UV/Vis-spectra taken of the isolated cluster 
material. Although monodisperse fractions of metal clusters with defined atom 
numbers can be expected the TEM images reflect polydisperse particles.[21] Large 
spherical colloids with a diameter between 3 nm and >10 nm as well as a huge 
amount of smaller clusters with a diameter in the expected size range of 1 - 2 nm 
can be seen in the micrographs in figure 38. STEM images (figure 39) of the 
glutathione stabilized nanoparticles obtained with a HAADF detector and measured 
under milder conditions then in the case of HRTEM show a significantly narrower 
size distribution then the sample depicted in figure 38, which was analyzed by 
conventional HRTEM. Thus, it can be assumed that the inhomogeneity in particle 
size is a result of radiation damage in the electron beam of the TEM.  
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Figure 39 STEM-HAADF micrograph of glutathione stabilized Au nanoparticles. 
(The sample was obtained in a diploma project)[137] 
Further investigations by meany of ESI and MALDI mass spectrometry, which were 
not accessible in this work, have to be consulted for a final clarification.  
4.3.2 Glutathione bisazide stabilized nanoparticles 
As mentioned before the glutathione molecule is of special interest in this work as it 
offers a high number of functional groups, which enables a derivatization with 
functionalities showing activity in the ‘click’ reaction. Therefore the two carboxyl 
groups were converted into azide functionalities in a five step protocol from the 
natural glutathione (18) by Clever from the Carell group.[138,139] The reaction 
scheme is shown below in figure 40. 
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Figure 40 Reaction scheme for the new type of azide modified glutathione 
derivative (23) which was used as a ligand for nanoparticles in this 
work.  
In the following, the azide modified glutathione (23) was utilized for the synthesis of 
small Au nanoparticles. In order to obtain nanoparticles modified with the above 
shown ligand three different synthetic routes were pursued: (i) the reduction of Au3+ 
in presence of the ligand, referred to as direct synthesis, (ii) the one-phase ligand 
exchange reaction, and (iii) a two-phase ligand exchange reaction. 
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4.3.2.1 Direct synthesis of glutathione bisazide terminated nanoparticles 
The direct synthesis was performed according to the protocol for the synthesis of 
glutathione stabilized particles by Whetten et al.[134] The azide modified glutathione 
ligand (23) was added to a solution of HAuCl4 in methanol and NaBH4 in aqueous 
solution was used as a reducing agent. The nanoparticles, which could be isolated 
as a brown solid, were found to be redispersible in water, and were analyzed by 
means of TEM (figure 41).  
 
Figure 41 Gold clusters synthesized with the azide modified glutathione 
ligand (23).  
As it can be seen from figure 41, nanoparticles with a size between <1 nm and 
3 nm as well as a few bigger aggregates could be obtained by this method. 
However, in experiments with alkyne-tagged DNA strands these clusters did not 
show any activity in the ‘click’ reaction. Furthermore, experiments to immobilize the 
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material on alkyne modified silica surfaces by click reaction as described in chapter 
4.4 were conducted. However, due to the roughness of the modified silica surfaces 
and the small cluster size AFM and SEM proved not suitable as analytical methods 
here.  
Nevertheless, as the terminal azide groups are sensitive to reduction, it cannot be 
assured that the azide functions are not reduced to amino groups during the 
reduction process with NaBH4. Therefore other methods for the synthesis of 
glutathione bisazide modified nanoparticles were developed in which the ligand is 
post-synthetically introduced to the cluster by ligand exchange reactions.  
4.3.2.2 One-phase Ligand exchange 
The one-phase ligand exchange route applied here refers to the so called ligand 
free approach of Schulz-Dobrick et al.[140] Thereby the Au precursor HAuCl4 is 
dissolved in diglyme and reduced with sodium naphtalenide. After the formation of 
solvent stabilized primary particles, which are only stable for a short time, the final 
stabilizing ligand e.g. an alkanethiol is added to the solution, upon which stable 
nanoparticles are generated. The size of the nanoparticles can be determined by 
the amount of reducing agent, the speed of its addition, the interval between 
reduction and final ligand modification, and the ratio of the stabilizing ligand to the 
Au precursor. In this work glutathione bisazide (23) was used as a ligand for the 
final modification of the nanoparticles. The reaction scheme is illustrated in 
figure 42. 
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Figure 42 Reaction scheme for the synthesis of glutathione bisazide modified 
nanoparticles by one-phase ligand exchange via diglyme stabilized 
primary particles. 
Nanoparticles with a size between 1 nm and 4 nm could be generated through fine 
tuning of the parameters mentioned above. AFM images of the batches with 
varying ligand to Au ratio from 1:1 - 4:1 are shown in figure 43 - 46. The respective 
mean particle sizes are given in table 4. 
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Figure 43 AFM height image and section analysis of glutathione stabilized Au 
nanoparticles (ligand/Au ratio 1:1). 
 
 
Figure 44 AFM height image and section analysis of glutathione stabilized Au 
nanoparticles (ligand/Au ratio 2:1). 
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Figure 45 AFM height image and section analysis of glutathione stabilized Au 
nanoparticles (ligand/Au ratio 3:1). 
 
 
Figure 46 AFM height image and section analysis of glutathione stabilized Au 
nanoparticles (ligand/Au ratio 4:1). 
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Table 4 Sizes of glutathione bisazide stabilized Au nanoparticles in 
dependence to the ligand/Au ratio. 
ligand:Au ratio mean particle size 
1:1 3.0 nm 
1:2 2.0 nm 
1:3 1.5 nm 
1:4 1.0 nm 
 
The size of the nanoparticles depends strongly on the concentration of the final 
stabilizing agent. A TEM image of the glutathione bisazide stabilized nanoparticles 
(ligand ratio 1:1) and the corresponding histogram featuring the size distribution are 
shown in figure 47. The particles exhibit a mean diameter of 4 nm with some larger 
aggregates visible on the carbon support, which might be formed during TEM 
investigations by radiation damage of the material. Compared to the AFM analysis, 
the particles appear slightly bigger in size.  
The particles from the diglyme solution could not be redispersed in water or 
diglyme after centrifugation without major loss of material. Thus, the diglyme 
solutions were applied without further purification for the immobilization 
experiments to alkyne modified surfaces as well as to DNA. For surface 
experiments, the nanoparticles with the lowest ligand/Au ratio were taken since 
those are easier to detect in the AFM due to their size. Also, for the immobilization 
on DNA the 1:1 (ligand : Au) batch was used in order to keep the amount of free 
ligand in the solution as low as possible and therefore, to avoid the blocking of 
binding sites on the DNA. 
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Figure 47 TEM micrograph of glutathione bisazide stabilized Au nanoparticles 
generated via the one-phase ligand exchange route from diglyme. 
4.3.2.3 Two-phase ligand exchange 
As a third method for the synthesis of glutathione bisazide functionalized 
nanoparticles a ligand exchange with Au55(PPh3)12Cl6 clusters as starting material 
was performed. The cluster material was synthesized according to a protocol of 
Schmid et al. from Au(PPh3)Cl by reduction with B2H6 which was generated in situ 
from NaBH4 and BF?Et2O (figure 48).[17]  
3NaBH4   +   4BF3 . OEt2                                           3NaBF3   +   2B2H6   +   4H2O
Au(PPh3)Cl                                                          Au55(PPh3)12Cl6
B2H6
 
Figure 48 Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the Au55(PPh3)12Cl6 cluster. 
The resulting particles could be isolated from benzene as a brown solid. The 
nanoparticle product was analyzed by means of UV/Vis-spectroscopy, TEM, and 
CHN-analysis. The TEM image of the synthesized cluster material (figure 49) 
shows particles with a mean diameter between 1.0 nm and 1.4 nm with a 
homogeneous size distribution.  
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Figure 49 TEM micrograph of Au55(PPh3)12Cl6 and the corresponding histogram 
of particle size distribution.  
The result of the CHN analysis given in table 5 resembles the values for a cluster 
with the stoichiometric composition Au55(PPh3)12Cl6. The UV/Vis spectrum in 
figure 50 shows no specific absorption in the 500 nm – 600 nm regime which 
proves the absence of particles which are significantly larger than 2 nm.  
Table 5 Calculated and measured values for the C and H content in 
Au55(PPh3)12Cl6. 
element calculated w% Au55(PPh3)12Cl6 measured value w% 
C 18.3 18.6 
H 1.3 2.5 
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Figure 50 UV/Vis spectrum of Au55(PPh3)12Cl6. 
The triphenylphosphine ligand stabilizes the cluster only weakly, which opens the 
possibility for a post-synthetic ligand exchange with a ligand that binds stronger to 
the Au nanoparticle. Therefore the glutathione bisazide molecule is well suited as 
the thiol group presumably binds strongly to the nanoparticle surface and thus, 
enables an easy phase transfer from the organic to the aqueous phase. The phase 
transfer was conducted by stirring a solution of the Au55(PPh3)12Cl6 cluster in 
CH2Cl2 with an aqueous solution of the glutathione bisazide over night. The phase 
transfer became visible by a decoloring of the CH2Cl2 phase and an intense brown 
tint of the aqueous phase. The latter was separated and the cluster material could 
be isolated as a dark brown solid which was found to be redispersible in water. The 
TEM micrographs of the product shown in figure 51 illustrate that the cluster retains 
its monodispersity during the ligand exchange process. The mean particle size of 
1.5 nm appears marginally larger than in case of the starting material, but the size 
distribution is still very homogeneous and particles with a diameter of >2 nm can be 
rarely found on the grid. 
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Figure 51 TEM micrographs of the glutathione bisazide stabilized Au55 cluster 
synthesized by two-phase ligand exchange.  
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This result is consistent with the data derived from UV/Vis spectrometry, which, as 
in case of the starting material, does only show a weak shoulder caused by 
plasmon resonance in the area between 500 nm and 600 nm as can be seen in 
figure 52.  
 
Figure 52 UV/Vis spectrum of glutathione bisazide stabilized Au55 cluster. 
The azide functions in the ligand shell of the cluster can be preserved during the 
ligand exchange reaction as proven by ATR measurements. In the respective ATR 
spectrum in figure 53 a strong signal of the azide mode at ν = 2100 cm-1 can be 
seen. According to the literature, the N3-signal is expected to occur at 
2120 - 2160 cm-1 with strong intensity.[141,142] However, the shift of the IR signal to 
lower wavenumbers may be explained by attenuation of the vibration due to the 
vicinity of the molecule to the Au cluster surface. The preservation of the azide 
functions on the nanoparticle surface in combination with the extremely narrow size 
distribution makes the synthesized cluster material an ideal precursor for the 
formation of one-dimensional nanoparticle arrays on alkyne modified DNA 
templates by ‘click’ reaction. 
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Figure 53 ATR spectra of glutathione bisazide stabilized cluster material which 
was synthesized by two-phase ligand exchange. 
4.3.2.4 Synthesis of Au55 clusters with a mixed ligand shell of glutathione 
and glutathione bisazide 
In order to reduce the density of functional groups on the nanoparticle surface and 
thus the probability of network formation in immobilization experiments on DNA, 
nanoparticles with a mixed ligand shell consisting of glutathione and glutathione 
bisazide were synthesized. The procedure was performed according to the protocol 
for the two-phase ligand exchange to synthesize glutathione bisazide stabilized 
nanoparticles (4.3.2.3), simply using an aqueous solution of both ligands. The ratio 
of glutathione and glutathione bisazide thereby influences the stability of the 
particles and the feasibility of the ligand exchange reaction. A maximum 
glutathione : glutathione bisazide ratio of 1:2 could be applied in order to yield a 
stable solution of nanoparticles in the aqueous phase. After the ligand exchange 
the particles could be isolated from the solution and were found to be redispersible 
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in water or methanol. TEM images of the nanoparticles with the mixed ligand shell 
are shown below. 
 
Figure 54 TEM micrograph of nanoparticles with a mixed glutathione/glutathione 
bisazide ligand shell (glutathione : glutathione bisazide ratio 2:1) 
(STEM-HAADF detector).[143] 
Like the the Au55 clusters with the glutathione bisazide only ligand shell the 
nanoparticles with the mixed ligand shell exhibit a very uniform size distribution with 
an average particle diameter of 1 - 1.5 nm. However, a detailed surface analysis in 
order to detect the amount of azide functions accessible on the cluster surface 
could not be performed yet since the amount of substance obtained from the 
synthesis was too low for CHN analysis. Studies on this cluster system are 
currently ongoing in a diploma project.[143] However, the immobilization experiments 
on alkyne tagged 900 meric and 2000 meric DNA show that these nanoparticles 
exhibit excellent properties in the ‘click’ reactions and that the problem of DNA-
network formation can be significantly reduced by the use of these particles.  
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4.4 Immobilization of azide terminated 
nanoparticles on surfaces 
In order to test the activity of the azide functionalized nanoparticles in the copper(I)-
catalyzed Huisgen ‘click’ reaction immobilization experiments on alkyne modified 
surfaces were conducted. For this purpose silicon substrates were treated with 
APTES (3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane) in a first step followed by treatment with 
PDITC (1,4-phenylenediisothiocyanate) and as a final step binding of 
propargylamine to the surface.[144,145,146] The surface modification is shown 
schematically in figure 55. 
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Figure 55 Modification of Si/SiO2 surfaces with alkyne groups for cluster 
immobilization experiments.  
The individual steps of the surface modification were monitored by means of 
ellipsometry. Thereby, a growth of the layer thickness was observed, as 
summarized in table 6, where the average thicknesses of the individual layers are 
given. In a simplified model the individual layers were treated as a growing oxide 
layer on the surface, using the refractive index of SiO2 for layer thickness 
calculation. Though the resulting values are not very accurate a steady growth of 
the layer can be observed. 
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Table 6 Layer thickness of modified silicon surfaces determined by 
ellipsometry. 
Surface Layer thickness  (calculated for SiO2) 
cleaned silicon wafer 1.7 nm 
cleaned silicon surface after silanization with APTES 3.3 nm 
cleaned silicon surface after silanization and reaction with 
PDITC and propargylamine 4.4 nm 
 
An AFM surface analysis of the alkyne modified Si-wafer is presented in figure 56. 
As can be seen from the section analysis the surface exhibits a roughness of 
approx. 1 nm - 2 nm after the three modification steps.  
 
Figure 56 AFM analysis of a Si/SiO2 surface after modification with APTES, 
PDITC, and propargylamine.  
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In the following the alkyne modified surfaces were incubated with the azide 
terminated nanoparticle solution described in chapter 4.3.2.2 in presence of the CuI 
catalyst, which was generated in situ by reducing CuSO4 in presence of TBTA with 
the mild reducing agent TCEP (Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride). After 
careful cleaning with water in order to remove particles which were not covalently 
bound to the surface, the topography of the wafer was investigated by means of 
AFM. The AFM analysis of the immobilization experiments is illustrated in figure 57. 
 
Figure 57 AFM analysis of the alkyne modified Si/SiO2 surface with azide 
terminated nanoparticles with the ‘click’ catalyst. 
Compared to the alkyne modified Si/SiO2 surface the wafer that was incubated with 
the nanoparticle solution under ‘click’ conditions exhibits a dense coverage with 
nanoparticles. From the section analysis a particle height in the range of 
3 nm - 4 nm can be determined which exactly matches the size of the nanoparticles 
that were utilized in the experiment (figure 43), taking into account the roughness of 
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the alkyne modified silica surface. The covering with nanoparticles is also reflected 
clearly in the phase image, which shows a significantly higher phase lag compared 
to the alkyne modified surface. 
In order to exclude the possibility of an unspecific binding of the nanoparticles to 
the alkyne modified surface a control experiment was conducted. Therefore the 
wafer was incubated with the azide terminated nanoparticles without the ‘click’ 
catalyst system. The AFM analysis of the control experiment is shown in figure 58. 
 
Figure 58 AFM analysis of the control experiment in which alkyne modified 
surfaces were incubated with azide terminated nanoparticles without 
the ‘click’ catalyst.  
Again a surface roughness in the range of 1 nm - 3 nm can be observed which is 
comparable to the roughness of the wafer before incubation with the cluster 
solution. However, the height and the phase image do not show any immobilized 
nanoparticles on the surface. This finding leads to the conclusion that in the 
experiment with the ’click’ catalyst the nanoparticles are selectively immobilized by 
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coupling of the azide groups in the nanoparticle ligand shell to the alkyne groups on 
the Si/SiO2 surface yielding triazole moieties, as it is depicted in figure 59. 
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Figure 59 Schematic depiction of the immobilization of glutathione bisazide 
modified Au nanoparticles on alkyne functionalized Si/SiO2 surfaces.  
These experiments clearly illustrate the activity of the glutathione bisazide modified 
nanoparticles in ‘click’ reactions, and they show that the nanoparticles carry free 
and accessible azide groups in their ligand shell. In order to support the AFM 
experiments, further investigations using SIMS (secondary ion mass spectroscopy) 
and IR methods were taken into account. However, these methods did not lead to 
any meaningful results since SIMS is not a quantitative method, and a few weakly 
adsorbed Au particles on control samples already can lead to a positive result. For 
IR-surface experiment the concentrations were not high enough to be detected with 
the techniques available.  
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4.5 One-dimensional assembly of metal 
nanoparticles on DNA templates 
4.5.1 Immobilization route via ‘click’ chemistry 
For the site-selective assembly of preformed metal clusters on DNA templates 
azide functionalized nanoparticles, described in chapter 4.3.2, were bound to 
alkyne tagged DNA-strands via ‘click’ reaction.[147]  
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Figure 60 a) Alkyne modified thymine derivative in comparison to the natural 
thymine nucleoside. b) Alkyne modified cytosine derivative in 
comparison to the natural cytosine nucleoside. 
The DNA used for these experiments was provided by the group of Carell in 
Munich. The duplexes with a length of approx. 300, 900, and 2000 bp, respectively, 
had incorporated modified T or C nucleosides (24, 26), which were equipped with 
alkyne reporter groups. The respective alkyne tagged derivative and the 
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corresponding natural nucleoside are depicted in figure 60. The DNA duplexes 
were synthesized by PCR methods using the shown modified building blocks 24 
and 26 as triphosphates instead of the respective natural bases C or T.  
Thus, in these modified strands every T or C base was substituted by the alkyne 
modified analogue, respectively, yielding double-strands with a statistically 
distributed density of alkyne functions. It can be roughly estimated that an alkyne 
function is present at every second base pair in the double helix. This high density 
of alkyne reporter groups opens the possibility for a dense coverage with 
nanoparticles. If a less dense functionalization of the DNA with metal clusters is 
desired, the density of artificial DNA bases has to be individually tuned in the DNA 
synthesis. 
For the ‘click’ reaction experiments the catalyst TBTA (5) was used which stabilizes 
the Cu1+ species in aqueous solutions. Various experiments with strands of 
different lengths were conducted, whereby the nanoparticle concentration, the 
catalyst concentration and reaction conditions, like reaction time and temperature, 
were varied. Furthermore, two kinds of glutathione bisazide modified Au 
nanoparticles were utilized, described in chapter 4.3.2.2 and 4.3.2.3, respectively. 
The resulting product of cluster modified strands was analyzed by means of AFM, 
TEM and agarose gel electrophoresis.  
 
4.5.1.1 AFM studies of glutathione bisazide stabilized nanoparticles on 
300 meric DNA templates 
For the immobilization of glutathione bisazide stabilized nanoparticles synthesized 
via the two-phase ligand exchange (chapter 4.3.2.2) 300 meric DNA templates 
which incorporate the alkyne modified thymine derivative (24) were applied. The 
nanoparticle dispersion in a diglyme/water mixture was incubated with the DNA 
strands and the ‘click’ catalyst comprising CuBr and TBTA (5) for at least one hour. 
Afterwards the product was immobilized on mica surfaces with Mg2+ ions and 
investigated by means of AFM. Furthermore, TEM images of the cluster decorated 
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strands, immobilized on carbon coated Cu grids as well as using replica from the 
mica surface, were recorded. AFM micrographs of DNA strands on mica, densely 
decorated with nanoparticles are shown in figure 61. 
 
Figure 61 AFM analysis of DNA double strands (300 mer) after immobilization of 
azide terminated nanoparticle material. 
The images in figure 61a) and c) show string-of-pearl-like arrangements of 
nanoparticles to aggregates of several particles. Figure 61a) represents a 
characteristic overview of the mica surface after immobilization of the sample. The 
magnification in figure 61c) clearly shows a linear strand covered with particles. A 
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line scan in figure 61d) shows the height profile of the nanoparticles assembled on 
a DNA strand. The approx. 90 nm long strand, which appears to be densely 
covered with particles, shows a height of 2.2 nm on top of the particles and 1.2 nm 
in the deepest point between them. Compared to natural DNA with a diameter of 
2 nm, the measured value seems too low which may be explained with the applied 
tapping-mode conditions in the AFM. As the particles presumably are assembled in 
a very dense packed array the height difference between the strand and the 
nanoparticles cannot be exactly determined, but estimated to be in a range of 
1 - 1.5 nm. Further information about the nanoparticle size can only be obtained by 
detailed TEM investigations.  
Additionally, a typical aggregate length of 70 - 90 nm can be determined from the 
image. A statistical analysis of the aggregate lengths is presented in figure 61b). All 
aggregates visible in figure 61a) that show three or more particles connected to 
each other are taken into account. Most of the 73 aggregates that were found 
exhibit a length of between 70 nm and 80 nm; only two aggregates are longer than 
100 nm, which might refer to the formation of aggregates consisting of more than 
one strand. The measured length of the decorated DNA strands is consistent with 
the length of the 300 meric DNA strands used in these experiments. The marginally 
smaller mean length of the nanoparticle decorated DNA compared to the starting 
material can be explained with a certain degree of intermolecular coiling of the 
strands and a not fully stretched conformation on the mica substrate.  
The number of nanoparticles assembled on a strand seems to be limited to six in 
the AFM images. It has to be mentioned that this information can be misleading 
due to several reasons: Firstly, the diameter of the AFM probe ideally lies in the 
range of 10 nm so that particles as small as 1 - 4 nm lying closely packed to each 
other cannot be resolved in the image. Secondly, one can assume that the particles 
do not only lie on top of the DNA strand, but are assembled all around the DNA 
strand and for this reason are not necessarily accessible for the AFM tip. For this 
reason, TEM methods were consulted in order to allow a more exact structure 
determination of the DNA-nanoparticle assemblies.  
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4.5.1.2 TEM studies of glutathione bisazide stabilized nanoparticles on 
300 meric DNA templates 
TEM investigations were performed on samples which were prepared by different 
methods. First, a TEM grid was dipped in the reaction solution after the ‘click’ 
reaction. Some images taken from these samples are shown in figure 62.  
 
Figure 62 a) TEM image of nanoparticle decorated DNA strands. b) The strand-
like particle arrangements are marked in different colors by the dashed 
lines for better visibility.  
The TEM grid is covered with a large amount of free nanoparticles, due to the large 
cluster excess added to the DNA strands in the ‘click’ reaction. The affinity between 
the free particles and the carbon film seems to be very high. Furthermore, the 
particles tend to accumulate in drops during solvent evaporation, leaving spots with 
high cluster concentrations on the TEM grid. Within these cluster-rich areas, strand 
like arrangements of the nanoparticles can be seen, in which the particle density in 
one dimension appears significantly higher than in the remaining part of the drop. 
Those areas are marked in figure 62b) by dashed lines of different colors, each 
marking an individual strand covered with nanoparticles, immobilized partially 
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coiled on the amorphous carbon film. The DNA cannot be seen in the image as the 
contrast of the organic material is too low.  
   
 
Figure 63 a) TEM micrograph of two DNA strands covered densely with 
nanoparticles. The structure of the crossed strands is highlighted 
schematically in b). 
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In some parts of the grid, where the particle density  appears to be lower, individual 
strand-like arrangements of nanoparticles can be detected, showing a length of 
100 nm, which exactly matches the theoretical length of the 300 meric DNA 
templates that were used. The TEM images in figure 63 clearly demonstrate the 
highly ordered linear assembly of nanoparticles along the DNA template. With 
respect to the defined order of the nanoparticles it can be assumed that the strands 
are deposited in a way like it is depicted in figure 63b. 
The images reveal that the nanoparticles in the one dimensional assembly exhibit 
an extremely regular arrangement with repeating inter-particle distances of approx. 
3 nm. The dense covering of the strand presumably is a result of the distance 
between the alkyne tags in the DNA strands, which in the present case would be 
the distance between two modified thymine bases. Owing to the statistical 
distribution of the four DNA bases over the length of the DNA strand and the fact 
that all thymine bases in the strands were replaced by the alkyne modified 
derivatives, a frequency of one thymine per four bases in the single strand and one 
modified thymine per two base pairs in the DNA duplex can be expected. Therefore 
a distance of approx. 0.68 nm between two adjacent binding sites can be 
estimated.  
The extremely regular inter-particle distance of 3 nm may be explained with two 
factors. The steric hindrance of the clusters due to their organic ligand shell can be 
one reason for the regular spacing. The glutathione ligand utilized for the 
stabilization of the nanoparticles binds to the Au surface with the thiol group and 
viewed from this point has two chains with a slightly different length of 12.2 Å and 
13.8 Å in the fully extended conformation. In a simple model the required space of 
the ligand shell can be estimated by calculating the binding length of the last Au 
atom via the thiol group until the azide group situated at the longer chain of the 
glutathione molecule. This calculation results in a value of approx. 1.4 nm. The 
model is shown in figure 64.  
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Figure 64 Determination of the maximum theoretical diameter of the 
nanoparticles including the glutathione bisazide ligand in the sterically 
most bulky configuration.  
If the DNA is assumed to be a rigid rod in the simplified model and cluster coverage 
occurs on one side only, the medium inter-particle distance will be twice the space 
taken by the ligand shell, namely 2.8 nm. Though this model is strongly simplified 
and disregards the helix structure of the DNA and the possibility of metallization 
from all sides of the template, repulsion effects or interlocking of the ligand shells of 
two adjacent nanoparticles, the theoretical value matches the experimental value of 
3 nm (determined in the TEM micrographs) extremely well. The other effect 
plausible for the regular inter-particle distance can be the structure of the DNA 
since one turn in the helix has a length of approx. 3.4 nm. Assuming that the 
1.6 nm metal cluster is enclosed by the major groove of the DNA due to multiple 
triazole formation, a structure guiding effect of the DNA on the array is supposable. 
A model which takes both theories into account is depicted in figure 65. 
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Figure 65 Simplified model to explain the regular inter-particle distance 
considering both, the steric hindrance through the ligand shell and a 
structure guiding effect of the DNA. 
Another striking result obtained from the TEM analysis is the size and size 
distribution of the one-dimensionally aligned Au particles. Compared to the TEM 
images of the as-synthesized glutathione bisazide stabilized nanoparticle material, 
the nanoparticles assembled on the DNA strands exhibit a very narrow size 
distribution with a mean particle size of 1.6 nm. Again, this effect can be explained 
with the geometry of the DNA strand. DNA is known to have a structure guiding 
effect on nanoparticles, as it was reported by Schmid et al. for the modification of 
λ-DNA with Au55 clusters.[95,96] Here it can be assumed that due to sterical effects 
only small nanoparticles are preferred in the direct vicinity or even in the major 
groove of the DNA where a binding to the alkyne groups occurs.  
In order to avoid the aforementioned difficulties of drop formation and particle 
aggregation in the TEM specimen preparation, a second method for the sample 
preparation was applied. Therefore the decorated strands which were immobilized 
on mica substrates for AFM investigations were also used for the preparation of 
carbon replicas. The advantage of this method is based on the strong electrostatic 
attraction between the mica treated with Mg2+ ions and the negatively charged 
backbone of the DNA which allows washing steps to clean the surface from excess 
particles. For the investigated samples the AFM sample described in chapter 
4.5.1.1 was utilized and coated with a thin carbon layer. This layer was taken off 
together with the nanoparticles, transferred to a Cu grid and analyzed by means of 
TEM.  
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The method of replica generation is depicted in figure 66. 
 
Figure 66 Method for the generation of carbon replica for TEM samples. 
Also TEM analysis of the replica samples revealed one-dimensional alignments of 
the nanoparticles. Some areas in figure 67 are marked with arrows in order to 
emphasize the linear assembly of nanoparticles. Again, very regular inter-particle 
distances can be observed as it becomes especially obvious in the marked region 
in figure 67c). As described before the inter-particle distance averages 3 nm, which 
is in accordance to the result deduced from the TEM investigations from solution. 
However, only short fragments of cluster chains could be found by this method, 
which can be explained by an incomplete lift-off of the decorated DNA strands from 
the mica surface.  
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Figure 67 TEM images of the carbon replica of the mica surface where DNA and 
nanoparticles were immobilized.  
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The particles in the TEM images of replica appear significantly smaller than those 
imaged on the samples which were prepared directly from the reaction solution. 
This effect can be explained by the following reasons: On the one hand, the replica 
exhibit a lower contrast compared to the samples prepared from solution. This 
originates from the thicker carbon layer, which was evaporated on the surface, and 
due to the lower contrast the nanoparticles appear smaller. On the other hand, the 
method itself can be the reason for the exclusive detection of small particles. The 
complete absence of particles which appear larger than 1.5 nm and also the lower 
density of particles may be explained with the assumption that only smaller 
particles are lifted off the surface, while bigger particles with a larger ligand shell 
and with stronger interactions to the mica surface adhere more strongly. 
Furthermore, the particle size on the mica is likely to be smaller, anyway, as the 
bigger particles which are not bound to the DNA strands are removed from the 
surface by extensive washing.  
 
4.5.1.3 AFM studies of glutathione bisazide stabilized nanoparticles on 
900 meric and 2000 meric DNA templates 
In the following experiments Au55 cluster material with a glutathione 
bisazide / glutathione mixed ligand shell was utilized, which was prepared as 
described in chapter 4.3.2.3 by a two-phase ligand exchange. The advantage of 
this cluster material lies in the significantly smaller size distribution compared to the 
material prepared by one-phase ligand exchange. Furthermore, the nanoparticles 
are dispersed in water after the synthesis and can be isolated and redispersed from 
the solvent, which is not possible for the particles synthesized in diglyme. The 
900 meric and 2000 meric DNA duplexes used for these experiments were 
modified with the alkyne tagged cytosine (26) derivative depicted in figure 60b). 
After conversion of the cluster material with the modified DNA strands in presence 
of the ‘click’ catalyst AFM and TEM investigations of the reaction products were 
carried out.  
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In various experiments, especially with the 2000 meric template, network formation 
of the DNA strands on the surface could be observed. This effect is plausible as the 
particles exhibit multiple azide functionalization on the surface and are therefore 
prone to bind to more than one alkyne group. The multiple functionalization may 
lead to an intramolecular coiling of the strands as well as to an intermolecular 
network formation. A typical example for an aggregate structure as it was found 
during the AFM investigations is shown in figure 68 which shows several coiled 
2000 meric DNA strands decorated with azide functionalized Au clusters and 
immobilized on mica.  
 
Figure 68 Aggregate of DNA strands and nanoparticles, presumably caused by 
multiple azide functionalization on the nanoparticle surface.  
During the investigations it was observed that the network formation can be 
influenced to a certain extent by the amount of nanoparticles added. A large excess 
reduces multiple trioazole formation per nanoparticle. Furthermore, the length of 
the strand plays an important role, thus preferably 900 meric strands were utilized 
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for the experiments. Additionally, nanoparticles with the mixed ligand shell 
described in 4.3.2.4 were used in order to reduce the amount of azide groups 
accessible at the nanoparticle surface.  
As the ligand exchange reaction could only be performed up to a glutathione / 
glutathione bisazide ratio of 2:1, a large excess of this cluster material was taken 
for the experiments. However, the effect of network formation could not be fully 
suppressed in the ‘click’ reaction as it can be seen in figure 69, which represents 
the AFM height and phase analysis of two linked 900 mers after the ‘click’ reaction 
with the 1.5 nm particles.  
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Figure 69 AFM a) height and b) phase images of two coiled cluster decorated 
900mers. The three-dimensional image in c) clearly represents the 
segmented surface of the stand resulting from the dense coverage with 
Au clusters.  
In parts where the strands are not coiled the DNA strand appears significantly 
thicker than natural or alkyne tagged strands in the height image. A height of 
approx. 5 nm can be determined from the images, which exactly matches the 
theoretical value that is expected for a 2 nm strand which is completely covered 
with 1.5 nm particles. 
A dense coverage of the DNA strand with the Au clusters can be assumed also 
from the phase image in figure 69b). Nevertheless, individual particles cannot be 
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resolved by means of the AFM tip due to its large diameter compared to the 
diameter of the clusters. However, the strands show a segmented surface structure 
in the height as well as in the phase image which is even better visualized in the 
three-dimensional view on the surface in figure 69c).  
 
4.5.1.4 TEM studies of glutathione bisazide stabilized nanoparticles on 
900 meric and 2000 meric DNA templates 
Again, TEM investigations for a more detailed study of the cluster decorated DNA 
strands were carried out. Two characteristic TEM micrographs of the DNA strands 
after ’click’ reaction with the mixed-ligand stabilized particles are shown in 
figure 70. In both images a linear arrangement of the nanoparticle material can be 
observed. In the upper image a) a strand was marked with a dashed line for better 
differentiation from free clusters on the TEM grid. The particles exhibit diameters in 
the range between 1.5 and 3 nm, with some bigger aggregates visible on the 
surface. If the particle growth compared to the starting material is induced by 
radiation damage during TEM measurements or a consequence of the incubation 
with ‘click’ catalyst and DNA could not be finally clarified. Furthermore, the inter-
particle distance between the clusters assembled on the DNA appears to be 
smaller which may be explained with the different ligand shell of the clusters, 
compared to the particles that were stabilized only by glutathione bisazide. Not only 
the reduced size of the natural glutathione ligand compared to the azide derivative 
can have a strong influence, but also the interactions between the two ligand shells. 
An interlocking effect between two adjacent ligand shells is likely since the 
carboxylic acid groups can interact with amino groups of the neighboring 
molecules, forming hydrogen bonds, for example. 
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Figure 70 TEM micrographs of 900 meric alkyne tagged DNA decorated with Au55 
clusters with a mixed glutathione / glutathione bisazide ligand shell. 
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4.5.1.5 Gel electrophoresis experiments on glutathione bisazide stabilized 
nanoparticles on 900 meric and 2000 meric DNA templates 
Gel electrophoresis was employed as an additional analytic tool in order to monitor 
the ‘click’ activity of the alkyne DNA and the different components involved into the 
‘click’ reaction. In order to label the DNA strands on the gel, ethidiumbromide as an 
intercalator was used. Furthermore, Au staining with a Au enhancement solution 
was carried out.[148] 
First, the ‘click’ activity of the strands was investigated. Therefore an alkyne-C 
modified 900 mer (lane 1) and the corresponding natural 900 mer (lane 2) were 
reacted with glutathione bisazide and the ‘click’ catalyst (CuBr/TBTA) in a 
concentration of 0,01 mmol L-1 relating to Cu. After one hour of reaction the mixture 
was applied on a 0.8 % Agarose gel. The image of the gel after 30 min run time at 
80 V taken in a UV-lighted chamber is illustrated below. 
 
Figure 71 Fluorescence image of an agarose gel after incubation of alkyne 
tagged DNA (lane 1) and the natural analogue (lane 2) with glutathione 
bisazide and the ‘click’ catalyst.  
The first lane, where the alkyne modified DNA together with the catalyst and the 
azide was applied, does not show any fluorescence in the ethidiumbromide 
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containing gel. In contrast to that, the second lane which contains natural DNA in 
the same concentration with the catalyst and the glutathione bisazide shows a clear 
band. Its position is comparable to the position of a 900 meric fragment of a 
commercially available DNA ladder which was used as a standard in the 
electrophoresis experiments. Both DNA strands, natural and alkyne tagged, show 
similar fluorescent bands as raw materials, so the modified alkyne bases are not 
causing the absence of a fluorescence signal. Thus, it can be assumed that the 
conversion of the alkyne groups at the DNA with the glutathione bisazide leads to a 
sterical hindering of the DNA double strand that inhibits the ethidiumbromide 
intercalation and therefore the fluorescence labeling of the DNA strand.  
In order to assure that none of the reagents applied in the ‘click’ reaction is 
responsible for the fluorescence inhibition all components were reacted individually 
with the alkyne modified DNA strand. The result is depicted in figure 72.  
 
Figure 72 Agarose gel containing ethidiumbromide and alkyne tagged 900mer 
with CuBr (lane 1), the ‘click’ reaction ligand TBTA (lane 2) and the 
cluster ligand glutathione bisazide (lane 3).  
The first lane shows the alkyne tagged 900 mer together with CuBr, the second 
lane was loaded with a mixture of alkyne tagged DNA and the ligand TBTA, and on 
the third lane a mixture of alkyne tagged DNA and glutathione bisazide was 
applied. All lanes show a clear fluorescent band, which confirms the assumption 
that the ‘click’ reaction involving all of these components together leads to a 
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shielding of the strand and therefore, the suppression of a fluorescence signal. This 
result confirms the activity of both reaction partners of the ‘click’ reaction, the 
alkyne modified strands and that of the glutathione bisazide molecule.  
Further gel electrophoresis experiments were conducted in this work using Au 
staining as an alternative method for the visualization of the reaction product on the 
gel, because after ‘click’ reaction the fluorescence marking of DNA with 
ethidiumbromide could no longer be applied. The Au staining method is based on a 
patent of Eichen et al.[148] In this procedure the gel is incubated in a metallization 
solution containing a Au(I)SCN complex and hydroquinone as a reducing agent in 
acidic solution (pH 5.5). Under these conditions, reduction of intermediately formed 
Au1+ ions to Au0 only occurs if nucleation sites are present, which for example can 
be Au clusters. This method can not only be used for the staining of agarose gels, 
but also for the metallization of DNA strands on surfaces and membranes as it will 
be demonstrated later in this work. The reaction scheme of the staining process is 
depicted below:  
KAu+I(SCN)2 OHHO
Au3+
KSCN
KAu+III(SCN)4
KAu+III(SCN)4 KAu+I(SCN)2
OOAu0
(in presence of nucleation sites)
+
pH = 5.5
+
spont.
 
Figure 73 Au staining process in presence of metallization centers, applicable for 
the staining of gels or the metallization of DNA strands for example.  
Under the above mentioned conditions metallized DNA strands as well as loose 
cluster material can be detected on an agarose gel, which allows an optimization of 
the reaction parameter monitored by a fast and facile method, compared to AFM. 
An example of this is depicted below in figure 74 where the ’click’ reaction was 
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performed at different reaction temperatures and reaction times, and subsequently 
analyzed by means of gel electrophoresis. 
 
Figure 74 Photograph of an agarose gel after Au staining. Lane 1: cluster only, 
lane 2: cluster + DNA + catalyst reacted for 2 h at 20 °C, lane 3: cluster 
+ DNA + catalyst reacted for 2 h at 40 °C, lane 4: cluster + DNA + 
catalyst reacted for 1 h at 20 °C, lane 5:Cluster + DNA + catalyst 
reacted for 1 h at 40 °C, lane 6: alkyne tagged DNA only. 
Due to the non-defined stoichiometry of the cluster material applied here (Au55 with 
a mixed ligand shell of glutathione and glutathione bisazide) the cluster does not 
give defined bands on the agarose gel after the electrophoresis and Au staining 
procedure. This can be seen in the first lane of the gel where only cluster was 
applied. The following four lanes contain the same concentrations of the cluster 
material as lane 1, incubated with equal amounts of alkyne tagged 900 meric DNA 
and ‘click’ catalyst, respectively. The parameters varied were the reaction times 
and temperatures. The last lane contains only alkyne tagged DNA as a control.  
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The front of cluster material which penetrated the gel can be easily detected due to 
the black color and will be refered to as ‘spot’ in the following. The first lane, where 
only cluster was applied, shows a significantly darker continuous tint with an 
intense spot at the lower end than the other lanes, though it contains the same 
amount of nanoparticles as line 2 - 5. Within lanes 2 - 5 significant differences in 
color as well as in the location of the spots can be seen. Lane 2 and 3 show almost 
no staining. In lane 4 the color in the upper part of the lane is darker and no spot is 
visible in the lower end of the lane. It can be assumed that the nanoparticles were 
bound to the DNA in high yield under these conditions. Due to its higher mass the 
cluster decorated DNA presumably migrates slower through the gel. The same 
experiment at 40 °C does not show this effect. As expected, no staining is visible 
for the DNA without nanoparticles. 
Thus, the reaction conditions applied on lane 4 seem to be suitable for a coupling 
of DNA with nanoparticles. The product of this experiment was also taken for TEM 
analysis. The results of this investigation have been presented before in chapter 
4.5.1.4.  
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4.5.2 Immobilization of Fe/Pt nanoparticles to natural DNA 
using cisplatin 
The approach to use cisplatin as a linker between nanoparticles and DNA strands 
which has been successfully demonstrated by Noyong et al. was applied to Fe/Pt 
nanoparticles in this work. Firstly, plasmid DNA (pBR322) was incubated with 
cisplatin. After incubation with a slightly acidic cisplatin solution the DNA strands do 
not show any signs of coiling or major deformations, as it can be seen in figure 75, 
where a plasmid after incubation with cisplatin is visualized. 
 
Figure 75 AFM a) height and b) phase images of plasmid DNA pBR 322 
immobilized on mica with Mg2+ ions after 12 h incubation with cisplatin. 
After immobilization on mica the circular DNA structures show a height of less then 
2 nm, as it can be expected under AFM tapping-mode conditions. For the covering 
with Fe/Pt nanoparticles water soluble, amine terminated nanoparticles were used, 
which were described in chapter 4.2.1. Two bifunctional ligands were taken into 
account and investigated in detail here, cysteamine and ethylenediamine. In 
experiments with the cisplatin modified DNA the particles stabilized by cysteamine 
did not show any binding activity. Therefore it can be assumed that the ligand binds 
either with the amino group or as a bidentate ligand with both, the amine and the 
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thiol function, to the particles so that no terminal amino groups are present in the 
outer ligand shell and accessible to the ammonia ligands of the cisplatin.  
Therefore the experiments focused on ethylenediamine functionalized particles in 
aqueous solutions. The latter were freshly prepared shortly before the incubation 
with cisplatin modified DNA strands in order to avoid crosslinking in the solution, 
which can be expected due to the use of a bifunctional amine ligand. The 
experiments were furthermore conducted in slightly acidic media (citrate buffer 
pH 6.5) in order to suppress the network formation of the nanoparticles, too.  
After incubation of the nanoparticle solutions with the cisplatin modified DNA 
strands the latter were immobilized on mica and analyzed by means of AFM. The 
resulting AFM images are shown in figure 76.  
 
Figure 76 AFM a) height and b) phase image of plasmid DNA after incubation 
with cisplatin and subsequent incubation with ethylenediamine 
stabilized Fe/Pt nanoparticles. 
The height of the DNA structure increased significantly in some parts of the DNA 
strands, indicating a dense coverage with nanoparticles. Individual particles cannot 
be resolved on the strand, which might be caused by the small particle diameter, 
the close packing of the nanoparticles, and an AFM tip with a much bigger radius 
than the inter-particle distance. However, the elevated areas on the strand show a 
height of 4 - 5 nm which corresponds to twice the diameter of the nanoparticles 
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applied. Beneath these covered areas, unmodified DNA with a reduced height of 
approx. 1 nm can be seen on the surface. The decoration of the DNA with 
nanoparticles becomes more obvious from the phase image where a significant 
phase shift between the covered and the uncovered parts of the strand can be 
observed. Furthermore, the surfaces of the areas with higher phase shift appear to 
have a rough and segmented surface, which is presumably caused by close 
packed particles which, as described before, cannot be resolved by the AFM tip. 
In order to exclude that the binding of nanoparticles is an effect of electrostatic 
interaction between the negatively charged phosphate backbone and the 
protonated ethylenediamine ligand, a control experiment without the cisplatin was 
conducted. No specific binding of the nanoparticles to the DNA strands could be 
observed without the cisplatin, which strongly strengthens the hypotheses of the 
binding mechanism assumed. 
Summarized, from the AFM analysis it can be concluded that the cisplatin method 
to immobilize nanoparticles on native DNA templates is feasible but lacks site 
selectivity. Areas of the strands densely decorated with particles were found as well 
as parts in which no nanoparticles were immobilized at all. No further investigations 
like TEM or SEM analyses were undertaken since more selective methods for the 
formation of one-dimensional cluster assemblies were developed in this work.  
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4.6 Continuous metallization of DNA strands  
4.6.1 Two step metallization method using 900 meric sugar 
modified DNA template  
Various experiments for the full metallization of DNA strands were conducted in this 
work, using different DNA strands and methods. The most selective route towards 
thin nanowires with a diameter below 10 nm was the two step metallization 
process. Therefore an alkyne tagged DNA strand, here a 900 mer, was converted 
with sugar azide (8) shown in figure 77 and purified from any excess of sugar. The 
material was again provided by the Carell group in Munich. 
O
HO
HO
OH
N3
OH
8  
Figure 77 Sugar azide which is coupled to the alkyne tagged DNA as a selective 
metallization site. 
The sugar coated DNA strands were metallized first by incubation with Tollens-
solution, whereupon each sugar group theoretically reduces two Ag ions to Ag0. 
The absence of excess sugar in the solution should prevent unselective Ag 
depostion on the strands. The Ag0 centers on the DNA can in the following serve as 
metallization centers when Au enhancement solution is added.  
4.6.1.1 Membrane experiments 
As an expedient proof of the selectivity of the metallization of sugar modified DNA 
strands, membrane blotting experiments using different types of DNA strands were 
conducted. After spotting λ-DNA (I), alkyne tagged 900 mer (II) and sugar modified 
alkyne tagged 900 mer (III) of the same concentration on the membrane, the 
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membrane was incubated with Tollens solution and rinsed thoroughly with water 
afterwards. No color change was observed for any of the spots at this stage, 
indicating that Ag deposition ceases after reaction with the sugar molecules. After 
subsequent Au enhancement however, spot (III) turned black whereas the λ-DNA 
and alkyne tagged 900 bp PCR fragment did not show any sign of Au deposition. 
The membrane after Ag treatment and Au enhancement is shown in figure 78.  
 
Figure 78 Membrane after Tollens reaction and subsequent Au enhancement. 
Spot I contains λ-DNA, spot II contains alkyne tagged 900 mer before 
sugar modification and spot III contains sugar coated, alkyne tagged 
900 mer (all spots contain approx. the same DNA concentrations). 
4.6.1.2 Metallization on surfaces for AFM studies 
In a next step experiments to metallize the DNA strands on surfaces and to 
visualize the constructs by means of AFM were conducted. Therefore DNA was 
immobilized on mica and Si/SiO2 surfaces with Mg2+ ions. Figure 79 shows the 
AFM images of the alkyne tagged 900 mer on mica before sugar modification; 
figure 80 represents the latter after sugar coating.  
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Figure 79 a) height image, b) phase image and c) section analysis of an alkyne 
tagged 900 meric DNA duplex on mica. 
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Figure 80 a) height image, b) phase image and c) section analysis of an alkyne 
tagged 900 meric DNA duplex after conversion with sugar azide (8) on 
mica. 
Both the alkyne and the sugar modified DNA strands show a length of approx. 
300 nm which coincides with the length of a 900 bp DNA fragment. The alkyne 
modified duplexes show a height of 1 - 3 nm under the applied tapping-mode 
conditions before and after the click reaction with sugar azide (8). Furthermore, the 
sugar coated DNA shows a significantly higher phase lag (phase lag value approx. 
20°) than the unmodified duplexes (phase lag value approx. 10°) indicating a 
change of surface condition that takes place after the sugar coating.  
For metallization experiments Si/SiO2 surfaces were used in order to avoid side 
metallization on mica as a consequence of electrostatic interactions of Ag ions with 
the negatively charged mica surface. The use of Si/SiO2 however brings the 
disadvantage of a less dense coverage of DNA strands over the surface in addition 
to higher surface roughness, which translates to poorer contrast of the strands in 
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AFM imaging. This can be seen in figure 81 where a sugar modified 900 bp PCR 
fragment on Si/SiO2 is displayed.  
  
Figure 81 a) Height and b) phase images of sugar coated alkyne tagged DNA 
immobilized on Si/SiO2 surfaces. 
For the metallization of the sugar modified DNA, a drop of Tollens solution was 
placed on a wafer where DNA had been previously immobilized. After careful 
rinsing with water the procedure was repeated with a Au enhancement solution 
(comprising KAu(SCN)2 and hydroquinone, see 4.5.1.5) for defined periods of time. 
After washing and drying, the wafer was analyzed by means of AFM.  
Figures 82a) and b) show characteristic images of the surface after metallization 
(Tollens treatment: 30 s, Au enhancement 1 min). All over the wafer, the nanowires 
with a height around 8 nm can be found. The length of the objects corresponds to 
the length of the sugar modified 900 bp DNA duplexes, which is around 300 nm. 
The structure of the metallized strands is extremely homogeneous compared to 
previous works, indicating a highly uniform and selective metallization process. 
Control experiments in which the surface bound 900 mer was treated with Au 
enhancement solution without previous Tollens reaction exhibit no metal deposition 
on the DNA strands.  
The spots next to the nanowires are a result of side metallization, which could not 
be fully suppressed here. However, compared to previous metallization routes the 
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amount of metal spots beside the nanowires is still relatively low. Additionally, one 
can deduce from the phase image that the spots consist of the same material as 
the wires as they exhibit a similar phase shift behavior. 
 
Figure 82 DNA strands after the two-step metallization process: a) height and 
b) phase image (overview), magnification of an individual strand in 
c) height and d) phase image mode.  
Time dependent experiments demonstrate the high degree of control over the 
wires’ diameters. For these experiments Tollens reaction was conducted on surface 
bound DNA strands followed by subsequent steps of Au enhancement for defined 
time periods. The growth of the nanowires was monitored by AFM imaging. As the 
experiments had to be conducted without a close-loop-feedback AFM, one Y-
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shaped DNA aggregate which could be identified easily due to its characteristic 
shape after subsequent metallization-, wash-, and imaging-steps was chosen. The 
result of the time dependent metallization experiments is shown in figure 83. 
 
Figure 83 AFM images of a time dependent metallization experiment on a Y-
shaped DNA aggregate: height images and section analysis after 30 s 
Tollens reaction and 30 s Au enhancement (a, b) and after additional 
30 s Au enhancement (c, d).  
The depicted aggregate appears inhomogeneously metallized, most likely a result 
of partial modification with sugar in the click reaction step or a deficient incubation 
time with the Ag solution. For the observation of time dependent metal growth the 
upper part of the structure which showed a dense metal coverage was taken into 
account. Nevertheless, in the upper portion of the DNA aggregate, slow growth of 
the nanowire was detected during repeated Au enhancement. After 30 s incubation 
with the Au enhancement solution the nanowire shows a height of 5.2 nm. Upon 
the second enhancement step of 30 s the wire shows a height profile which is 
approx. 1.6 nm higher, but as homogeneous.  
This process in principle allows the fabrication of nanowires with exactly tunable 
diameters and aspect ratios. However, the full metallization experiments were 
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carried out in Haifa, Israel, in an area with high air pollution with sulfur containing 
compounds. It cannot be ruled out that these compounds may affect the growth of 
the wire by passivation.  
4.6.2 Two-step metallization of 2000 meric template 
strands for SEM studies  
In further experiments continuously metallized DNA strands were investigated by 
means of SEM and EDX. A 2000 meric duplex equipped with a dendrimer (28) 
carrying two sugar molecules was ‘clicked’ to the alkyne grops in order to provide a 
higher sugar density on the surface of the strand.  
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Figure 84 The sugar dendrimer which was bound the alkyne tagged DNA 
template by ’click’reaction.  
After immobilization on Si/SiO2 surfaces the strands were again metallized with 
Tollens solution and enhanced with Au according to the aforementioned procedure. 
A SEM image of the metallized product as well as the EDX analysis which was 
conducted during the SEM measurement is shown in figure 85. 
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Figure 85 a) SEM image and b) EDX analysis of a 2000 bp alkyne tagged DNA 
strand after Tollens reaction and Au deposition. In the EDX analysis 
sum spectrum and element specific line spectra are plotted. 
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The characterisitic SEM image shows a single nanowire with a length of 600 nm 
which corresponds to the length of the 2000 meric DNA template in stretched 
conformation. The diameter of the wire is approx. 80 nm and therefore exceeds the 
diameter of the metallized 900 mer described before, though the metallization 
conditions were kept constant. On the one hand this can be explained by the nature 
of the template. Through modification of the alkyne tagged strand with the 
dendrimer (28) the sugar density on the strand is twice as high as in the strands 
that were modified only with the sugar azide (8). On the other hand metallization of 
the strands in chapter 4.6.1 was conducted in a polluted atmosphere as mentioned 
before, which might explain the smaller diameter of the wire due to passivation of 
the nanowire surface.[149] For a final clarification further investigations under 
variable conditions have to be performed.  
The EDX data of the nanowire are presented in figure 85b). The sum spectrum 
clearly proves the presence of Au, Ag, C and O along the line drawn in the inset of 
the SEM image. The locally resolved line scans of the elements Ag, Au and C 
prove a well defined accumulation of these elements along the wire. Especially the 
location of the C signal is noteworthy in this context, as the only C rich compound 
on the surface should be the sugar modified DNA. As the Au and the P signal 
appear at the same energies, the weaker P signal, which would additionally confirm 
the presence of DNA in the depicted wire, could not be detected. However, the 
repeatedly found length of 600 - 800 nm for the wire-like objects detected on the 
surface together with the aforementioned simultaneously occurring signals for Au 
Ag and C can be regarded as a strong indication for the existence of a sugar 
modified DNA template under the Ag and Au surface. 
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4.6.3 Ag metallization of 2000 meric templates in presence 
of excess sugar 
In order to generate wires with larger diameters which can easily be addressed with 
the nanomanipulator system in the SEM [150] for electrical characterization, 
metallization experiments with unpurified 2000 meric DNA strands that were alkyne 
modified and sugar coated with (8) were conducted. Metallization times comparable 
to the above described metallization experiments lead to very different results 
compared to those described in chapter 4.6.1.2. After 5 min of Tollens treatment 
without further Au enhancement the wires were already 50 -100 nm thick and 
therefore easy to detect in the SEM. The micrographs of the metallized strands on 
Si/SiO2 surfaces are presented in figure 86.  
 
Figure 86 SEM images of sugar coated (not purified) alkyne tagged DNA strands 
after incubation with Tollens solution. 
The strands shown have a length of approx. 600 - 800 nm, which corresponds to 
the lenght of a 2000 meric DNA fragment after metallization. They exhibit a 
continuous and smooth metal layer on the surface. In some of the strands the 
coiled structure of the DNA template appears even after metallization. The 
formation of such a thick metal layer can be explained by the lack of selectivity in 
the metallization procedure, which in these experiments results from the excess of 
sugar in the solution. The sugar has not been removed from the DNA solution after 
the ‘click’ reaction and may act as a reducing agent. In the experiments presented 
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in chapter 4.6.1 this effect could not be observed since purified DNA templates 
were used. Thus, it can be assumed that if unpurified strands are utilized the sugar 
serves as a reducing agent for Ag+ that seems to preferably deposit on the DNA 
strands, as nucleation sites occur there in a locally high concentration. An 
observation which supports this hypothesis is the relatively low amount of 
unselectively deposited Ag on the surface. A control sample in which unmodified 
DNA was treated with the metallization solutions as described for the alkyne tagged 
DNA showed no wire-like structures on the surface in SEM measurements. Thus, it 
can be concluded that the metallization is a result of the Tollens reaction at the 
sugar molecules that were ‘clicked’ to the alkynes and not a result of unselective 
metal deposition at the negatively charged DNA backbone.  
EDX investigations of the wire shown in figure 87a) were conducted to assure the 
presence of the DNA template within the metal wire. Underneath the Ag, which of 
course shows the highest intensity of the signal, elements typical for the modified 
DNA strands like C, N, O, and even P could be detected in the wire structure. A 
characteristic EDX linescan for the elements Ag, P and C is shown in figure 87b). It 
has to be taken into account that in areas of high concentration of one element the 
noise signal also increases for the detection of any other element. However, the 
fact that the P signal along the line exhibits a different shape compared to the Ag 
linescan may be indicative for the presence of P in the wire. This observation 
applies also for the C signal, which compared to the P signal has a higher intensity 
anyway.  
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Figure 87 a) SEM and b) EDX analysis of a 2000 meric Ag metallized DNA 
strand. In the EDX analysis sum spectrum and element specific line 
spectra are plotted. 
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4.6.3.1 Electrical addressing of DNA-templated Ag wires - preliminary 
results 
The metallized DNA strand shown in figure 87a) was recently addressed electrically 
in the SEM with the help of a nanomanipulator system. Therefore platinum coated 
AFM probes were incorporated in the chamber of the electron microscope, each of 
them individually controllable by a nanomotor unit. The process of addressing the 
metallized strand was observed in the SEM and is illustrated by the series of 
images in figure 88.  
 
Figure 88 The image series illustrates the process of addressing a nanowire in 
the SEM with a two-tip array. a) no contact between the tips and the 
wire. b) contact between wire and lower tip c) contact with both tips 
and displacement of the nanowire.  
The nanowire was carefully contacted with the tips and the I/V characteristic of the 
structure was measured at 293 K in the range between -0.1 - 0.1 V. The respective 
I/V curve, which can be regarded as a preliminary result, is shown in figure 89. 
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Figure 89 I/V characteristics of the nanowire shown in figure 87 and figure 88 
measured with two conductive AFM tips by a nanomanipulator array in 
the SEM.  
The curve reveals a non strictly ohmic behavior with an average resistance of about 
1 GΩ. The resulting resistivity of 11.2 Ωm calculated for a wire with a diameter of 
100 nm and a length of 700 nm  appears to be much too high for a metallic wire in 
comparison to the results from literature which are presented in table 7 for different 
DNA-based Au and Ag wires. It may be explained by a huge contact resistance 
between the tips and the wire, presumably caused by electron beam induced 
contamination on the wire surface. Investigations to improve the contact between 
the tips and the wire by cleaning the surfaces in a mild oxygen plasma are currently 
ongoing.  
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Table 7 Resistivity of different DNA-templated Ag and Au wires from the 
literature and the resistivity values for bulk Au and bulk Ag. 
wire type / author diameter Resistivity / 
Ωm 
Contact / electrode distance 
Au / Keren et al.[75]. 75 nm 1.5×10-7 wire overlaid / 1.6  µm  
Au / Ongaro et al.[93] 30 nm 2.0×10-4 wire overlaid / 1.0 µm 
Au / Harnack et al.[151] 130 nm 3.0×10-5 wire overlaid / 1.0 µm 
Ag / Braun et al.[72,73] 100 nm 1,9×10
-3 - 
4.6×10-3 
wire overlaid / 12 µm 
Ag / Park et al.[152] 35 – 15 nm 2.0×10
-5 –
4.0×10-6 electrodes overlaid / 100 nm 
this work 100 nm  11 direct addressing / 700 nm 
bulk Au[74]  - 2.0×10-8 - 
bulk Ag[152] - 1.6×10-8 - 
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5 Summary and Outlook 
The objective pursued in this thesis was the fabrication of one-dimensional 
nanostructures based on DNA templates. Therefore a variety of concepts was 
elaborated, which subdivide this work in three main parts:  
• Syntheses of novel functionalized nanoparticle systems. 
• Site-selective assembly of those preformed nanoparticles on DNA 
templates.  
• Controlled metallization of DNA strands for the generation of 
nanowires.  
Two different types of nanoparticles were synthesized in this work, i.e. Fe/Pt alloy 
particles and Au nanoparticles. Monodisperse, superparamagnetic Fe/Pt 
nanoparticles with different amine ligands were synthesized starting from 
oleylamine / oleic stabilized particles prepared according to a protocol by Sun et 
al.[122] A fast and facile ligand exchange reaction was developed in which phase 
transfer from hexane to the aqueous phase was accomplished using a variety of  
amine ligands equipped with different functionalization, i.e. thiol-, azide-, alkyne-, 
and carboxylic acid groups. The resulting aqueous nanoparticle dispersions open 
the opportunity for diverse biomedical applications which combine the versatile 
surface functionalization with the extraordinary magnetic properties of the material. 
Ethylenediamine functionalized Fe/Pt nanoparticles could be immobilized on natural 
plasmid DNA strands via the cisplatin method. Using the DNA binding complex as a 
linker between DNA and nanoparticles, coverage of the DNA with nanoparticles 
could be observed by means of AFM. However, this method yields only partly 
decorated strands and a low selectivity for binding sites and was therefore not 
investigated in detail.  
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Concerning a biomedical application, investigations in two different directions have 
been begun recently. One direction concerns the toxicity of the particles toward 
different cell types. Preliminary results were presented here in which a strong 
difference of toxicity for particles of the same size which carry a cysteamine ligand 
shell and an ethylenediamine ligand shell, respectively, was observed. The other 
direction deals with the question if the particles can be used as MRI contrast 
enhancer. Preliminary results of T2-weighted MRI experiments were obtained 
showing a negative contrast of the particles, which qualifies them as candidate for 
MRI contrast enhancement.  
Furthermore, different Au nanoparticles were synthesized in this work, with the 
objective of their one dimensional assembly on DNA via ‘click’ reaction. Thus, azide 
functionalized Au nanoparticles were prepared following three different methods: the 
direct synthesis, the one-phase ligand exchange and the two-phase ligand 
exchange. As stabilizing ligand a new type of azide functionalized glutathione 
synthesized by Clever in the Carell group in Munich was applied. All three methods 
yielded nanoparticles with diameters of 1 - 3 nm, 1 - 4 nm and 1.2 - 1.8 nm, 
respectively. For the larger nanoparticles the activity in ‘click’ reactions could be 
proven by surface immobilization experiments. 
A main goal of this thesis was the spatially defined assembly of the nanoparticles on 
DNA strands. The concept involved the binding of azide terminated nanoparticles to 
DNA strands that carry alkyne tags. Those alkyne functionalized DNA duplexes 
were synthesized again by the Carell group by incorporation of artificial thymine and 
cytosine derivatives into the DNA strand by PCR. The azide functionalized Au 
particles obtained from the ligand exchange reactions could be bound to the alkyne 
tagged 300 meric, 900 meric, and 2000 meric DNA templates via ‘click’ reaction. By 
means of AFM, TEM and gel electrophoresis the binding of the nanoparticles to the 
DNA could be proven. As deduced from a detailed TEM and AFM study of the 
presented system, the array consists of uniform nanoparticles with regular inter-
particle distance and exhibits the length of the utilized DNA template strand.  
A second main goal in this work was the generation of continuously metallized 
nanowires. After reaction of a sugar azide with the alkyne tagged DNA duplex, a 
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template that incorporates metallization sensitive groups was obtained by the Carell 
group. A dense and homogeneous metal coating could be achieved in a two-step 
procedure of Tollens reaction and subsequent Au enhancement, as demonstrated 
on a 300 meric artificial DNA template in this work. Wires with a diameter below 
10 nm and a length of 100 nm, corresponding to the 300 meric template, could be 
obtained. These wires were analyzed means of AFM, in which a significant increase 
in the height of the DNA strand could be observed after the metallization. 
Furthermore, in time dependent metallization experiments, meaning repeated 
enhancement and intermediate imaging steps on one strand, the metallization time 
could be identified as a size-defining variable.  
In further studies on 2000 meric template strands longer nanowires with a length of 
approx. 700 nm could be fabricated. As the DNA solutions utilized in these 
experiments were not purified after conversion with the sugar azide they contained 
an excess of sugar which accelerated the metallization process. Thus, thicker 
nanowires with a diameter of 50 - 100 nm and above, depending on the 
metallization time were, obtained directly after Tollens reaction. These structures 
could be analyzed by means of SEM. Furthermore, the larger diameter of the wires 
allows electrical characterization with metallic AFM probes installed into the SEM 
chamber. The ends of single wires could be individually addressed by two tips, each 
controlled by a nanomotor unit. Preliminary I/V curves of the described wires were 
presented here. However, the resistivity obtained is still several orders of magnitude 
too high for a metallic wire, compared to the results from literature. This observation 
can be explained with a high contact resistance between the metallic tip and the 
wire, which might be caused by electron beam induced contamination on the wire 
surface. Further experiments to circumvent this problem, involving the use of a four 
tip array and cleaning the surface in a mild oxygen plasma are currently ongoing. 
However, this present routes may serve as method for the spatially defined and 
sequence specific metallization of artificial DNA strands which can be of great use in 
the fabrication of nanoscale electrical building blocks. Future works might comprise 
metallization experiments on DNA strands which carry sugar modified and 
unmodified segments in one strand which after metallization might result in 
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‘barcode’ structures of conductive and nonconductive segments on the DNA 
template. 
Concerning future experiments for the immobilization of metal clusters on DNA 
templates, the density of the metal decoration as well as the inter-particle distance 
could be manipulated by the exact placement of modified thymine or cytosine bases 
during the synthesis of the DNA duplexes. This selective and spatially defined 
immobilization approach of metal clusters on a highly programmable template offers 
a great potential for the development of nanoscale electrical building blocks. 
Furthermore, size dependent electrical transport properties as well as optical 
properties of defined metal nanoparticle aggregates can be studied using the 
presented system.  
A long-term objective emerging from this thesis will be the combination of both 
methods, the site specific continuous metallization of DNA and the spatially defined 
immobilization of preformed metal clusters on the DNA strand. The feasibility of both 
methods has been demonstrated here. In combination they give prospect to 
functional devices based on DNA templates generated by self-assembly processes 
in solution. An example of such a device is shown in figure 91. 
 
Figure 90 Schematic drawing of a self-assembling electronic device which 
combines both, the cluster immobilization and the continuous 
metallization concept applied in this work.  
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Hypothetically, this goal could be achieved via the following strategy: The DNA 
template could incorporate alkyne tagged sequences as well as aldehyde functions, 
which can also be introduced into the DNA strands via modified bases, as it has 
been recently demonstrated by the Carell group. Those sites could be selectively 
metallized in a first step. Subsequently, the alkyne functions could be reacted with 
azide terminated metal clusters yielding a well defined geometry of metal clusters 
inside a gap of a wire. The immobilization on the surface and the electrical 
addressing can be achieved via several ways, e.g. via attachment of thiolated 
‘catcher’ nucleotides to macroscopical Au contacts complemetary to sticky ends at 
the DNA device.[72] Furhtermore, the structure could be contacted directly with the 
nanomanipulator array as described earlier in this work and shown in figure 91.  
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6 Experimental Part 
6.1 Materials 
6.1.1 Chemicals 
Chemicals were available at the Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, RWTH Aachen, 
the chemistry department of the Technion, Haifa, or bought from commercial 
suppliers and used without further purification.  
 
substance supplier 
HAuCl4⋅3H2O Aldrich 
cisplatin Fluka 
gluathione Sigma 
dd water USF Elga purification system, (0.55 µScm-1) 
propargylamine Fluka 
APTES Aldrich 
PDITC Aldrich 
oleylamine Aldrich 
propylamine Fluka 
propargylamine Aldrich  
ethylenediamine Fluka 
TCEP Fluka 
hydroquinone Riedel de Haen 
BF3⋅Et2O Fluka 
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substance supplier 
dioctylether Fluka 
cysteamine Fluka 
Pt(acac)2 Aldrich 
dioctylether Fluka 
hexadecanediol Lancaster 
DMAP Fluka 
plasmid DNA pBR322 New England biolabs 
NaBH4 Aldrich 
 
 
6.1.2 Analytic equipment 
Nansocope IIIa, Digital Instruments, RWTH Aachen 
AFM Nanoscope Dimension 5, Digital Instruments 
Technion, Haifa 
UV/Vis spectrometer Zeiss Axioplan 2, J&M Tidas 
polyacrylamide gel ectrophoresis 
cell Biorad Mini-Protean 3 
agarose gel electrophoresis cell  Easycast Horizontal Electrophoresis System 
IR spectrometer Nicolet Avatar 650 
centrifuge Biofuge fresco, Heraeus 
SEM LEO Supra35VP, Zeiss SMT 
TEM 
Gemeinschaftslabor für Elektronenmikroskopie, 
RWTH Aachen, Ernst Ruska Zentrum für 
Elektronenmikroskopie, FZ Jülich 
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6.1.3 Materials 
Nanosensors, ppp NCH50  
Budget sensors BS tapping 300, BS multi 75 AFM cantilevers  (all silicon) 
Olympus OMCL-AC160TS  
mica substrates  Plano 
blotting membranes Gene screen plus, Perkin Elmer Life Science 
TEM grids  
(carbon coated Cu grids)  Plano, S160 
 
 
6.1.4 Software 
particle size analysis Daniel Sanders, RWTH Aachen 
Tobias Koplin, RWTH Aachen 
Nanoscope v5.12r3 Digital Instruments 
WSxM developer 7.6 Nanotec 
Spectralys 1.83 Creaon Lab control AG 
LEO Rem 4.00.10 Zeiss SMT 
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6.2 Surface preparation 
6.2.1 Preparation of mica substrates 
The mica surfaces were freshly cleaved with adhesive tape prior to the sample 
immobilization. For the immobilization of samples containing DNA, the mica surface 
was treated with a 0.1 mM MgCl2 solution in order to change the polarity of the 
surface for the binding of the negatively charged phosphate backbone. Alternatively, 
the MgCl2 solution could me mixed with the DNA-sample solution prior to 
immobilization. 
6.2.2 Preparation of silicon and glass substrates 
Silicon wafers and glass surfaces were cut into 1?1 cm2 squares and pre-cleaned 
with acetone. In the following the substrates were heated for 20 min in a 1:1:3 
mixture of 30 % H2O2, 25 % NH3 and H2O. Each wafer was rinsed carefully with 
dd H2O and dried in a stream of N2. The wafers were stored dust-free until usage in 
closed vessels. 
6.2.2.1 Silanization 
For silanization of the wafer surface the cleaned substrates were incubated in a 
mixture of EtOH/H2O/APTES (95:3:2 v/v) for 20 h at room temperature. After proper 
rinsing with EtOH and acetone the substrates were activated at 110 °C for 10 min. 
6.2.2.2 PDITC Coating 
The PDITC linker was brought to the silanized surface by applying a 10 mM PDITC 
solution in CH2Cl2 with 1 vol% pyridine for 2 h at room temperature. After proper 
rinsing with CH2Cl2 the substrates were dried in a stream of N2. 
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6.2.2.3 Propargylamine coating 
A layer of propargylamine was applied by leaving the wafer for two hours at room 
temperature in a 10 mM solution of propargylamine in CH2Cl2. Again, the wafers 
were rinsed with CH2Cl2 dried in a stream of N2. The growth of the layer thickness 
was controlled by ellipsometry. 
6.3 Nanoparticle snyntheses 
For all nanoparticle syntheses the glass equipment was thoroughly cleaned with 
aqua regia followed by Hellmanex solution in an ultrasonic bath and rinsed with dd 
H2O prior to the synthesis. All reactions that were sensitive to O2 or H2O were 
carried out in an inert atmosphere (N2 or Ar). 
6.3.1 Synthesis of PtFe particles stabilized with 
oleylamine / oleic acid 
The synthesis of Fe/Pt particles was achieved by thermal decomposition of Fe(CO)5 
and simultaneous reduction of Pt(acac)2 following a procedure by Sun et al. 
Pt(acac)2 (197 mg, 5 mmol), 1,2 hexadecanediol (390 mg, 1.5 mmol) and 
dioctylether (20 mL) were heated to 100 °C in a reaction flask. Oleic acid (0.16 mL, 
0.5 mmol), oleylamine (0.17 mL, 0.5 mmol), and Fe(CO)5 (0.13 mL, 1 mmol) were 
added to the reaction mixture, which was then refluxed for 30 min (approx. 295 °C). 
Then the heat source was removed and the mixture was allowed to cool to room 
temperature. From this point the reaction product was stable in an ambient 
environment. The product was isolated by adding EtOH (40 mL) to the solution 
which effected the precipitation of a black solid that could be separated from the 
solution by centrifugation. The yellow-brown, clear supernatant was discarded and 
the product was dissolved in hexane (20 mL) in the presence of oleic acid (0.05 mL) 
and oleylamine (0.05 mL). Repeatedly, the nanoparticles were precipitated from the 
solution by adding EtOH, centrifuged, and dissolved in hexane. In the following, the 
product was dried in vacuo and characterized by means of TEM, XRD, and EDX.  
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6.3.2 Fe/Pt particles modified with different water soluble 
amine ligands 
The ligand exchange of oleylamine / oleic acid for a variety of water soluble, amine 
terminated ligands followed one general route, which is described in the following. 
5 mg of the oleylamine / oleic acid stabilized nanoparticle material was dissolved in 
1 mL hexane. 50 µL of this solution were applied to an eppendorf cap together with 
700 µL of an aqueous solution of the respective ligand and 200 µL hexane in order 
to avoid complete evaporation of the organic phase during ligand exchange. The 
mixture was sonicated for 30 min up to 2 h at room temperature until a phase 
transfer became visible by brown tint of the aqueous phase. The bath temperature 
increased during sonication to 35 °C, which however did not influence the reaction. 
After sonication, the mixture was kept in the fridge overnight for phase separation. 
The aqueous phase was separated and washed three times with 100 µL hexane to 
remove oleylamine and oleic acid residues. The optimal concentration of the ligand 
was determined by two parameters: the aqueous phase should be dark brown but 
not turbid and the solution should be stable for the longest possible time. The 
concentration of the ligands was varied over a wide range in the experiments and 
the optimized concentrations found for the respective ligands are given in table 2. 
The products were characterized by means of TEM.  
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6.3.3 Synthesis of Au55(PPh3)12Cl6 
The synthesis of the Au55(PPh3)12Cl6  cluster was performed by reducing AuPPh3 in 
benzene with B2H6 generated in situ. The experimental setup is shown in figure 90.  
 
Figure 91 Apparatus for the synthesis of Au55(PPh3)12Cl6.[153] 
In flask A B2H6 was generated by adding BF3?Et2O (60 mL) dropwise via funnel D to 
NaBH4 (13 g, 0.34 mol) in diglyme (65 mL). The gas was lead to flask B via a dry ice 
condenser E, cryo trap G and gas inlet M to a dispersion of AuPPh3Cl (2.6 g, 
5.2 mmol) in benzene (100 mL). As soon as B2H6 was generated, flask B was 
heated gently under stirring to a maximum temperature of 60 °C. After approx. 5 min 
the color of the reaction mixture turned dark brown due to formation of the Au 
cluster material. For a total time of 30 min a constant flux of B2H6 was bubbled 
through the solution. Then the BF3?Et2O addition was stopped and the apparatus 
was carefully purged with N2 for 30 min to remove any residual B2H6. The cluster 
precipitated as a dark brown solid. It was separated from the solution by filtration 
and washed four times with 10 mL benzene and two times with 2 mL pentane. 
Subsequently, the material was dried in vacuo and analyzed by means of UV/Vis, 
TEM, and CHN-analysis 
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6.3.4 Glutathione stabilized Au nanoparticles 
HAuCl4?3H2O (98.4 mg, 0.25 mmol) was dissolved in MeOH (50 mL). Glutathione 
(393 mg, 1.0 mmol) was added to the reaction mixture and the reaction was stirred 
for 30 min at 0 °C. Thereby the reaction mixture turned from yellow to white and a 
white cloudy precipitate was formed, resulting from the formation of a 
Au(I) - glutathione complex. Subsequently, 12.5 mL of a cooled and freshly 
prepared solution of NaBH4 (0.2 mol L-1) was added under vigorous stirring. The 
reaction mixture was stirred for another 60 min. The solvent was removed almost 
completely. The brown precipitate was separated from the solution by centrifugation, 
dissolved in 5 mL water, precipitated by addition of MeOH, and centrifuged again. 
This procedure was repeated 3 times for purification. After drying in vacuo the 
product could be isolated as a dark brown solid. A size separation of the 
nanoparticle product by means of gel electrophoresis was carried according to the 
literature[134] on a polyacrylamide gel. After size separation the product was 
characterized by means of TEM. 
 
6.3.5 Glutathione bisazide stabilized Au nanoparticles 
Au nanoparticles functionalized with the glutathione bisazide ligand were prepared 
using three general routes. Firstly, a direct synthesis route was pursued using 
HAuCl4 as a precursor, which was reduced in the presence of the stabilizing ligand 
by NaBH4. In a second approach, solvent stabilized primary particles were formed in 
diglyme and subsequently modified with the azide ligand in one-phase. The third 
synthesis was performed by using preformed Au55(PPh3)12Cl6 cluster material which 
was functionalized with glutathione bisazide in a two-phase ligand exchange. 
6.3.5.1 Direct Synthesis 
HAuCl4?3H2O (3.3 mg, 8.6?10-3 mmol) was dissolved in MeOH (1.7 mL). The 
glutathione bisazide ligand (16 mg, 3.4?10-2 mmol) dissolved in H2O (40 µL) was 
added and the mixture was stirred vigorously for 10 min. Subsequently, of a freshly 
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prepared solution of NaBH4 (0.42 mL, 0.2 mol L-1) was added and the reaction 
mixture was stirred for another 30 min. The solvent was removed almost completely 
in vacuo and the product was separated by centrifugation. After drying in vacuo the 
product was isolated as a dark brown powder that could easily be redispersed in 
water. The nanoparticles were characterized by means of TEM.  
6.3.5.2 One-phase ligand exchange 
The reducing agent was prepared using standard Schlenk techniques under N2 
atmosphere by adding Na (100 mg, 4.3 mmol) and naphthalene (410 mg, 3.2 mmol) 
to diglyme (35 mL). The mixture was stirred for 12 h and a dark green solution was 
obtained.  
For preparation of diglyme stabilized Au nanoparticles HAuCl4?3H2O (6 mg, 
0.01 mmoL) was dissolved in diglyme (5 mL). The Na naphthalenide solution 
(0.9 mL) was added under vigorous stirring dropwise via a syringe. The solution 
turned from a light yellow to a dark, slightly red colour. This material was only stable 
for short times as the stabilization in diglyme is very low and particles tend to grow 
without further addition of a stabilizing ligand. For the further stabilization different 
solutions and amounts of ligands in diglyme (1 - 4 eq. based on Au) were added. 
The Au/ligand ratio as well as the time between Au-reduction and addition of the 
stabilizer was found to have a strong influence on the particle size. The 
nanoparticles could not be isolated from diglyme without major loss of product in 
case of redispersing the nanoparticles. Thus, the solution obtained after synthesis 
was used for further experiments without purification. The nanoparticles were 
characterized by means of AFM, TEM, and UV/Vis. 
6.3.5.3 Two-phase ligand exchange 
To a solution of Au55(PPh3)12Cl6  (4 mg) in CH2Cl2 (3 mL) the glutathione bisazide 
ligand (5 mg, 0.01 mmol) dissolved in dd water (5 mL) was added. The mixture was 
stirred vigorously for 1-2 days at room temperature. The aqueous phase thereby 
turned brown while the CH2Cl2 became colorless. The aqueous phase was 
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separated, washed several times with CH2Cl2, and dried in vacuo. The resulting dark 
brown powder was found to be redispersible in H2O and EtOH and was 
characterized by means of TEM, UV/Vis, and ATR. 
6.3.5.4 Au55 Cluster with a mixed ligand shell of glutathione and 
glutathione bisazide  
For the synthesis of clusters with the mixed ligand shell of natural glutathione and 
the azide terminated derivative, the aqueous ligand solution was prepared as 
described above, but with a molar ratio of the two components of 1:2 
(glutathione : glutathione bisazide). The optimized ratio was determined by 
concentration experiments. If the glutathione ratio was higher than mentioned above 
the ligand exchange was not complete and the nanoparticles aggregated in the 
aqueous phase. For the mixed ligand-approach it was furthermore of advantage to 
warm the solution to 30 °C as then the ligand exchange was completed after shorter 
periods of time. 
6.4 Immobilization of azide terminated Au 
nanoparticles to alkyne modified surfaces 
The ligand stabilized Au nanoparticles were bound to the substrate surface by ‘click’ 
reaction. CuSO4 solution was mixed with the stabilizing ligand TBTA and the 
reducing agent TCEP in a ratio 2:4:1. While this proportion was kept contstant the 
total concentration was varied compared to a constant nanoparticle concentration to 
optimize ‘click’ conditions. Best results were obtained with a catalyst concentration 
of 0.01 mol L-1, relative to CuSO4. After 12 h incubation in the ‘click’ solution 
containing the original cluster dispersion in diglyme and the catalyst, the wafer was 
carefully rinsed with water and blown dry with N2. The substrates were analyzed by 
means of AFM.  
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6.5 Assembly of preformed nanoparticles on 
DNA templates 
6.5.1 Cisplatin method 
The plasmid DNA pBR 322 was dissolved in H2O and either used immediately or 
stored at -20 °C. After defreezing the DNA was treated 2 min in a water bath at 
80 °C and slowly cooled to room temperature for decoiling of the strands. 
Subsequently the DNA was diluted to the desired concentration with water or citrate 
buffer (pH 7). The concentrations of the utilized solutions are given below in table 8. 
Table 8 Concentration of the utilized solutions 
plasmid pBr 322 c = 38.5 nmol L-1 
cisplatin solution 1.81 mg in 121 µL HCl (100 mmol L-1) 
citrate buffer solution 
2.55 g citric acid 
2.35 g trinatriumcitrate dihydrate 
85 mL H2O 
 
2 µL of the plasmid pBr 322 solution was mixed with 16 µL of the citrate buffer and 
2 µL of the cisplatin solution. After vortexing, the mixture was kept in the fridge for 
24 h for the platination of the DNA strands. Afterwards, 5 µL of the aqueous Fe/Pt-
nanoparticle solution was added and the mixture was kept in the fridge for another 
24 h for the binding of the particles to the platinated strand.  
For characterization by means of AFM, a 5 µL drop of the reaction mixture was 
placed on a mica substrate with MgCl2 solution (1 µL, 10 mmol L-1). After 5 min 
incubation time the wafer was rinsed with dd water, dried in a stream of N2, and 
characterized by means of AFM. For the preparation of the control sample, the 
plasmid was incubated with the nanoparticles solution and the citrate buffer for 24 h 
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without previous addition of cisplatin. The product was characterized as described 
before by means of AFM.  
6.5.2 Immobilization of the nanoparticles on the DNA 
template by ‘click’ reaction 
The catalyst solution for the ‘click’ reaction was prepared by dissolving CuBr 
(1.4 mg, 0.01 mmol) and TBTA (11 mg, 0.02 mg) in 1 mL of a 
3 : 1 DMSO / tertButanol (v : v) mixture. The catalyst solution was prepared freshly 
prior to each immobilization experiment.  
For the immobilization of the nanoparticles to the DNA templates, 1 µL of the DNA 
solution (1-10 ng/µL) was incubated with 5 µL of the nanoparticle solution and 1 µL 
of the catalyst solution. After addition of H2O (10 µL) the mixture was allowed to 
react at room temperature for 60 min. Subsequently, 1 µL of the reaction mixture 
and 0.5 µL aqueous MgCl2 solution (10 mmol L-1) were placed on a mica substrate 
and rinsed with water after 10 min. Thes substrate was analyzed by means of AFM 
microscopy and utilized for the generation of carbon replica for TEM. Furthermore, 
for TEM investigations a 5 µL drop of the reaction mixture was placed on a carbon 
coated Cu grid, rinsed with H2O after 2 min and dried in a stream of N2. 
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6.6 Continuous metallization of DNA strands  
6.6.1 Metallization solutions 
6.6.1.1 Tollens solution 
AgNO3 solution (2.5 mL, 0.5 mol L-1) and NaOH solution (0.5 mL, 3.0 mol L-1) were 
added to dd H2O (40 mL) upon which a dark precipitate of Ag(OH) formed in the 
solution. After addition of addition of NH3-solution (1.1 mL, 12 %) the precipitate was 
dissolved again and the Tollens solution was utilized immediately for the 
metallization experiments. 
6.6.1.2 Au enhancement solution 
KSCN solution (500 µL, 0.6 mol L-1) was mixed with KAuCl4 solution. (500 µL, 
0.6 mol L-1). The orange precipitate was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 1 min and 
separated from the solution. The preciptiate was dissolved in 8 mL phosphate buffer 
(0.05 mol L-1, pH 5) and to the clear reaction mixture hydroquinone solution 
(250 µL, 0.05 mol L-1) was added immediately before the metallization process.  
 
6.6.2 Bimetallic nanowires on 900 meric alkyne tagged DNA 
strands 
6.6.2.1 Metallization process on the membrane 
On a blotting membrane (nylon) a drop of DNA (approx. 20 ng) was placed. After 
UV crosslinking the membrane was soaked with Tollens solution (diluted 1:10) for 
25 min and washed carefully in dd H2O for 30 min. Subsequently, the membrane 
was incubated in the Au enhancement solution. A rapid change of color indicates 
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the metallization of the sugar modified DNA strands whereas non-modified DNA 
does not show any reaction. 
6.6.2.2 Metallization process on surfaces 
After DNA immobilization on Si/SiO2 wafers a 10 µL drop of freshly prepared Tollens 
solution was placed on the wafer and rinsed two times with 10 µL H2O after the 
desired metallization time. The substrate was dried and the procedure was repeated 
with 10 µL Au enhancement solution. The reaction time of the Au enhancement step 
determines the diameter of the wires. 30 s of Au enhancing in the above mentioned 
concentrations yielded wires of approx. 5-6 nm.  
6.6.3 Ag nanowires  
2 µL of 2000 meric, sugar dendrimer (28) coated DNA solution (containing excess 
sugar after the sugar coating process) were immobilized on a Si/SiO2 surface with 
1 µL MgCl2 solution (0.01 mol L-1). A 5 µL drop of Tollens solution which was diluted 
1:10 with H2O was placed on the wafer in the dark for varying periods of time. The 
wafer was rinsed with dd H2O and the surface was dried in a stream of N2. The 
wafer was characterized by means of SEM.  
6.6.4 TEM sample preparation 
The TEM grid was dipped in a diluted solution of the sample. Alternatively, a drop of 
the solution was placed on the grid and rinsed with solvent after a defined 
incubation time. The grid was dried in a stream of N2 afterwards.  
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6.7 Gel electrophoresis 
6.7.1 Agarose gel electrophoresis 
5×TBE buffer: 270 g TRIS, 137.5 g B(OH)3, 100 mL EDTA (0.5 mol L-1), 5 L dd H2O  
In this work gels with 0.8 – 1 w% agarose were utilized. The agarose was added to 
1×TBE buffer and heated in the microwave oven until the solution boiled. In case of 
a fluorescence staining, 1 µL ethidiumbromide solution (1 mg L-1) was added 
immediately. After cooling the solution to about 60 °C it was poured into a casting 
tray containing a sample comb, and allowed to solidify at room temperature. 
Subsequently, the gel was inserted horizontally into the electrophoresis chamber 
and covered with 1×TBE buffer. The samples were mixed mixed with the loading 
buffer (50 % glycerol, 0.1 % bromophenol blue, 1×TBE) and were then pipeted into 
the sample wells. The lid and power leads were placed on the apparatus and a 
current (typically 100 V) was applied.  
6.7.2 Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
For size separation of glutathione stabilized clusters, the the raw material was 
redissolved in water with 5 w% glycerol (4 mg/mL). Approximately 30 µL of the 
sample was loaded onto a 1 mm acrylamide / bisacrylamide gel (24% Tgel, 7% Cgel, 
22.3 g acrylamide, 1.68 g bisacrylamide per 100 mL gel) and eluted with 5 mM Tris 
+ 39 mM glycine (pH 8.8) at 100 V for 1 h. The bands formed by electrophoresis 
were cut out and placed into distilled water to isolate the product which was then 
analyzed by means of TEM. 
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7.1 Fe/Pt nanoparticles in biomedical 
applications - Preliminary results 
7.1.1 Toxicity of Fe/Pt nanoparticles 
If, besides the possible application in nanoelectronics, the Fe/Pt particles shall be 
applied in biomedicine, e.g. as MRI contrast agents, toxicological studies of the 
materials are of essential importance.[154] Lately, the toxicity of nanoparticles has 
attracted increasing interest. Since nanoparticles are situated in the same size 
range as biological building blocks in the cell, interactions between the two systems 
have been studied intensively in the last years.[155] It has been found out that small 
water soluble  Au clusters for example interact with the DNA and therefore, exhibit 
cytotoxic properties.[156, ]  95
Preliminary results of first cell tests concerning the toxicity of the Fe/Pt nanoparticles 
can be presented here. The nanoparticles were incubated in different concentrations 
with different cell lines (HeLa, SkMel and L929, respectively) and the IC50 value was 
determined. IC50 describes the half maximal inhibitory concentration which is 
required for 50% inhibition of its target. In this case the IC50 value defines the 
concentration of nanoparticles at which 50% of the cells in the culture have died, 
measured after a defined period of time. The experiments were conducted on cell 
cultures in the growth phase (logarithmic phase) and at a time when cell death 
equals the rate of cell division in the culture (stationary phase). The cell tests were 
conducted by Y. Pan in the group of Jahnen-Dechent at the RWTH Aachen. In 
figure 92 the curves of the cell population of L929 (stat) versus the concentration of 
 Appendix 
nanoparticles are plotted for Fe/Pt particles modified with cysteamine and 
ethylenediamine, exemplarily.  
 
Figure 92 Cell test with L929 cells in the stationary phase and Fe/Pt nanoparticles 
stabilized by cysteamine and ethylenediamine, respectively. The 
number of cells at different concentrations of the nanoparticles was 
measured to determine the IC50 value after 72 h. 
The concentrations refer to atom concentration determined by AAS. The number of 
cells was determined after 72 h incubation with the nanoparticles. While the 
ethylenediamine stabilized nanoparticles up to the highest available concentration 
do not reach the IC50 value, the cysteamine stabilized nanoparticles exhibit a slightly 
more toxic behavior. The IC50 value is reached at a concentration of 30 mmol L-1. 
Furher results of the toxicity experiments are presented in table 9. 
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Table 9 IC50 values for Sk-Mel, HeLa, and L929 cells in log./stat. phase after 
72 h incubation with Fe/Pt nanoparticles stabilized by 
ethylenediamine / cysteamine. 
 IC50 Sk-Mel-28  
(log/stat) /µM 
IC50 HeLa   
(log/stat)/ µM 
IC50 L929  
(log/stat)/ µM 
Fe/Pt      
cysteamine 39/>45 >45/>45 23/30 
Fe/Pt 
ethylenediamine >28/>28 >28/- 22/>28 
 
These experiments demonstrate a significant difference in toxicity between the 
Fe/Pt particles with the two different ligand shells at identical concentrations. Thus, it 
might be concluded that the surface functionalization may control the toxicity of the 
nanoparticles, so that it can be well adjusted to the requirements of the respective 
application. Further investigations on this question are currently ongoing as part of a 
diploma [137] and a master thesis [157], respectively.  
7.1.2 Fe/Pt nanoparticles as contrast medium in MRI 
Preliminary studies directed to the question whether the Fe/Pt nanoparticles may be 
applied as contrast enhancing agents in MRI have been realized. Therefore T2 
weighted magnetic resonance images of ethylenediamine functionalized 
nanoparticles that were immobilized in an agarose gel were taken. The experiments 
have been conducted in the group of Blümich at the RWTH Aachen. In case of 
sufficiently high concentration of the nanoparticle material a negative contrast could 
be observed which gives prospects on an application of this or a similarly 
functionalized material in MRI. 
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